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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
 
Introduction 
 Animals face a continuous threat from parasites and pathogens that can result in 
considerable reduction in survival and reproductive success. In response, they have evolved a 
complex series of behavioral, physical, and physiological measures to attempt to minimize 
the fitness costs of these attacks. Among the physiological measures, the immune system is 
arguably the most important in preventing or controlling infections. No more than 20 years 
ago, the study of the immune system was carried out almost exclusively by immunologists 
using laboratory model organisms. After the seminal work by Hamilton and Zuk in 1982 on 
the role of parasites on sexual selection, however, this started to change. Ecologists as well as 
evolutionary biologists became increasingly interested in host-parasite relationships, which in 
turn led to greater interest in immune defense mechanisms. In this way, the field of 
ecological immunology, or ecoimmunology, was originated, and now constitutes one of the 
fastest growing areas in organismal biology, integrating concepts from ecology, evolution, 
population biology, and immunology. Empirical studies indicate that immune responses vary 
extensively within and among species in spite of the obvious advantage of preventing or 
combating disease and the ubiquity of pathogens in the environment. A major goal of 
ecoimmunology is to explain the ecological and evolutionary causes as well as the 
consequences of this variation. 
 Much progress has been made in the understanding of ecological immunology since 
the inception of the field. A main insight has been that immune function is costly in terms of 
critical resources like energy and/or nutrients, therefore trade-offs occur between immune 
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defense and other costly functions or activities such as growth, reproduction, and 
development of sexual ornaments. Immune defenses are therefore subject to optimization in 
the face of these competing fitness-related functions. Variation in immune defense has been 
integrated into the study of many aspects of biology, such as life-history evolution, sexual 
selection, migration, biological invasions, and disease ecology. Several factors are now 
known to influence immune function in free-living animals including sex, body condition, 
stress levels, reproductive state, infection status, and seasonality. Variation in immune 
function with age, however, has been relatively understudied by ecoimmunologists and 
constitutes the focus of my dissertation research. 
 Most current knowledge of the effects of age on immune function comes from studies 
in humans, laboratory models, and domesticated animals. These studies indicate that the 
efficiency of the immune system is diminished at both extremes of lifespan, due to 
incomplete development early in life and deterioration or dysregulation later in life, which 
leads to an increased susceptibility to disease among the youngest and oldest individuals. 
Patterns of higher mortality rates among the younger, and in some cases, the older age 
classes in wild animals are well documented; however the role of immune defense in driving 
these patterns is not known. This dissertation explores variation in immune function in 
relation to age in free-living animals, investigating patterns, mechanisms and implications 
and using tree swallows as a model organism. 
 
Dissertation Organization 
 My dissertation consists of this general introduction chapter, four main chapters 
describing the original research I have performed, and a general conclusions chapter. The 
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four research chapters are formatted as required by the guidelines of specific peer-reviewed 
journals. Chapters 2 and 3 have already been published while chapters 4 and 5 will be 
submitted for publication shortly. Following I provide a brief synopsis of the focus of each 
research chapter.  
 In chapter 2, I focus on the ontogeny of immune function by investigating changes in 
several immune parameters during the nestling period and comparing the levels of immune 
development between nestlings and young adults. In this study I test two predictions 
regarding the development of immune function. The first one relates to possible differences 
in developmental pace of innate versus adaptive components of immune defense, while the 
second relates to the relationship between development of different immune components and 
body condition of the individuals. In chapter 3, I turn the focus towards the opposite extreme 
of the lifespan, studying the aging of the immune system, or immunosenescence, by 
assessing changes in various immune parameters in adult swallows ranging from 1 to 10 
years of age. In addition to describing the pattern of immunosenescence, in this study I also 
attempt to shed light onto possible mechanisms underlying the patterns by the use of a series 
of in vitro as well as in vivo assays of immune function. After having documented the 
immunosenescence pattern, in chapter 3 I focus on understanding the possible consequences 
of immunosenescence in free-living tree swallows through a field experiment simulating a 
bacterial infection in females of different ages. Infections activate the immune system 
resulting in an acute phase response, which involves fever, elevation of stress hormones, 
secretion of antimicrobial proteins, and highly stereotyped sickness behaviors. These 
behaviors include loss of appetite and thirst, somnolence, reduced locomotor and social 
activities, and are thought to increase the chances of recovery from infection. Studies in 
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humans and laboratory mammals show that healthy old individuals respond to infection with 
exaggerated sickness behaviors, which are thought to mediate the poor disease outcome often 
observed among the elderly. In this study, I test the hypothesis that older, immunosenescent 
tree swallows pay higher costs than younger ones when faced with a challenge to their 
immune system, and that the costs are mediated by exaggerated sickness behaviors. Finally, 
in chapter 4 I switch gears towards understanding how various measures of immune function 
commonly used by ecoimmunologists relate to each other. I investigate to what extent the 
different measures of immune defense actually reflect the component of the immune system 
they are intended to assess (i.e., innate function, B-cell function, T-cell function) and whether 
there is evidence of trade-offs within the immune system of an individual. I end my 
dissertation with some general conclusions regarding the influence of age on immune 
function and suggest some interesting venues for future research in this exciting and fruitful 
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 Little is known about the development of immune function in wild animals. We 
investigated the ontogeny of immune defense in a free-living bird, the tree swallow. We 
assessed total and differential leukocyte counts, natural antibodies, complement activity, in 
vivo skin swelling response, and in vitro lymphocyte proliferation and compared the levels of 
development between nestlings and young adults. We also assessed whether body condition 
explained variation in these immune components. We found some support for the prediction 
that innate defenses, which do not need to generate a broad repertoire of specific receptors, 
would reach adult levels earlier than adaptive defenses. In contrast, we found limited support 
for the prediction that adaptive defenses, which are thought to be more costly to develop, 
would be more related to body condition than innate defenses. We discuss our findings in the 
context of other studies on the ontogeny of immune function. 
 
Introduction 
 Ecoimmunology is a rapidly growing field of evolutionary ecology that studies 
immune defense strategies and their relationship to the life history and ecology of organisms 
[1-4]. A major aim of ecoimmunology is to understand the causes and elucidate the 
consequences underlying the broad variation in immune defense strategies observed within 
and among species. One key insight from such studies has been that immune function is 
costly in terms of energy and/or limiting nutrients (e.g., protein, carotenoids) and therefore 
traded-off with other costly functions such as growth and reproduction. An important aspect 
of ecoimmunology that has been relatively understudied is the age-specific variation in 
immune function [3].  
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 Studies in humans, laboratory animals, and domestic animals indicate that the 
efficiency of immune defense mechanisms is compromised at both extremes of the lifespan 
due to development during early life [5] and deterioration or dysregulation in old individuals 
[6]. This leads to an increased vulnerability to pathogens among very young and very old 
individuals. One cause for the paucity of studies exploring the relationships between age and 
immune function in wild animals is the relative difficulty of correctly assigning ages to 
individuals. However, even for organisms important in the origin and advancement of 
ecoimmunology, and for which ages can be relatively easily assigned at least for part of the 
lifespan (e.g., nestling birds), information on age-related changes in immune function is still 
sparse.  
 Changes in circulating immunoglobulin (Ig) levels during the nestling period have 
been documented in a few wild bird species [7-9], showing the initial presence of maternal 
antibodies and the later increase of endogenous Ig levels during the first weeks of life. The 
skin swelling response to phytohaemagglutinin (PHA) has been compared between nestlings 
and adults in several bird species, usually as part of studies for which the primary focus was 
not ontogeny. These studies show mixed results [10], with some reporting greater swellings 
in adults [10,11] and some in nestlings [12,13]. Therefore, although studies in free-living 
animals to date suggest that patterns of immune development may vary among species with 
different ecologies and life histories, they also highlight the paucity of knowledge on 
developmental immunology in the wild. In particular, most studies to date have measured 
immune function of immature animals only at a certain age (e.g., day 12 of the nestling 
period) instead of the ontogenetic development of this function, and have assessed only one 
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immune component at a time, precluding the assessment of relative rates of development of 
different immune defense components.  
 Studies in humans and laboratory or domestic animals indicate that neonates and 
juveniles depend strongly on innate immune defenses and maternally derived 
immunoglobulins. Adaptive defenses, on the other hand, are poorly developed in neonates 
and juveniles and take more time to become fully functional [14-16]. Differential rates of 
development of these main arms of the immune system is likely explained by the different 
costs and processes involved in the ontogeny of each component [15,16]. For example, the 
nutritional costs and time needed for the development of lymphocytes that mediate adaptive 
immunity are greater than those required by cells involved in innate immunity (e.g., 
granulocytes, monocytes), mainly because of the need to generate the immense diversity of 
lymphocytes with specific receptors that will recognize a broad range of potential threats 
(non-self) without reacting against self [15,16]. 
 In birds, most studies on developmental immunology have used chickens and other 
domesticated species with precocial development [14,15]. Many of these species have been 
selected for increased production (e.g., broilers, layers), with consequent changes in 
immunological development [17,18]. For example, broilers selected for fast body growth 
suffer from reduced immune defense and lifespan, while layers selected for a long productive 
life show increased immune defenses [18]. Therefore, studies on free-living birds in general, 
subjected to natural rather than artificial selection, and on species with altricial development 
in particular, are valuable additions to comparative avian immunology and ecoimmunology. 
 The aim of this study was to investigate the ontogeny of immune defense in a free-
living, altricial bird, the tree swallow Tachycineta bicolor, by describing changes in several 
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immune parameters during the nestling period and comparing the levels of immune 
development between nestlings and adults. Tree swallows are a common passerine bird 
species  distributed throughout North America [20] that readily breed in nest-boxes. Females 
commonly lay clutches of 5-6 eggs, which hatch after approximately 15 days of incubation 
[20]. Most females start incubating before laying the ultimate or penultimate egg, resulting in 
asynchronous hatching [21]. As for all passerine species, hatchlings are altricial [22] and 
both parents feed the chicks for about 20 days (nestling period), after which young leave the 
nest (fledge) [20]. 
 We measured components of both innate and adaptive immunity including some that 
are constitutive and some that are induced (Table 1). We followed the classification by Lee 
[4], except for natural antibodies, which we classified as innate defenses [19]. We predicted 
that innate defenses would reach adult levels earlier than adaptive defenses, given that innate 
defenses need not generate the vast repertoire of receptors required among lymphocytes. In 
addition, we assessed whether development of the various immune components was 
associated with body condition. We predicted that adaptive immune parameters, which are 
thought to be more costly to develop, would be more related to body condition than less 
costly innate parameters. 
 
Materials and methods 
Field protocols and sample collection 
 We conducted this study in tree swallows breeding in nest-boxes near Ames, IA 
(42°1′ N, 93°37′W). Nest-boxes were located near prairie and wetland areas, or near cropland 
and horticultural plantations. During the 2005 and 2006 breeding seasons we monitored nests 
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closely to determine clutch completion date (i.e., date last egg is laid), exact hatch date (i.e., 
date first nestling emerges from egg = day 0), and therefore, exact nestling age. The small 
size of tree swallow nestlings precludes obtaining repeated blood samples from the same 
individuals without jeopardizing their survival. Therefore we obtained a single blood sample 
from each individual using broods ranging in age from 4 to 20 days. Each brood was sampled 
at a single time point. Hatching asynchrony causes the latest-hatched nestlings to be one or 
two days younger, and considerably smaller, than their earlier-hatched siblings [21]. 
Therefore, to avoid within-brood variation in age we only sampled the two largest nestlings 
in each brood (except for the PHA skin test for which we sampled the largest four nestlings). 
We used the average of the nestling responses for all statistical analyses and refer to these 
averages as ‘brood means’ even though not all nestlings in a brood were sampled. We 
weighed all sampled individuals to the nearest 0.1 g at the time of blood collection and 
measured the head-bill length (a measure of structural body size) to the nearest 0.1 mm. We 
calculated body condition of all sampled individuals as the residuals from the regression of 
body mass on structural size [23]. Individuals in better body condition show positive 
residuals while individuals in worse condition show negative residuals, indicative of larger or 
smaller size-corrected body mass respectively. Brood means for body condition were used in 
all statistical analyses.  
 Our 2005 sample consisted of 28 broods and 8 one-year-old adult females. We used 
the youngest breeding females for comparison with nestlings because older females show 
immunosenescence in some immune parameters [24]. We sampled females exclusively 
because one-year-old females can be identified by their brown plumage, which is not the case 
for males. Adult females were captured at their nest-boxes during the nestling period. For the 
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8 adults and a subgroup of nestlings from 6 broods ranging from 10-14 days old we collected 
blood (~200 µl) from the jugular vein and 100 µl were immediately diluted 1:1 in AIM-V 
lymphocyte medium containing heparin (15 units/ml) and supplemented with 25 mM 
HEPES, 2 mM L-glutamine, and 50 µg/ml Gentamicin (all from Life Technologies, 
Rockville, MD) and stored on ice for use in a lymphocyte proliferation assay. One drop of 
blood was immediately used to prepare a smear for differential leukocyte count and 5 µl were 
used to obtain total leukocyte count using a hemocytometer. The remainder of the blood (~90 
µl) was transferred into capillary tubes for use in the natural antibodies and complement-
mediated cell lysis analyses. For the other 22 broods ranging from 4 to 20 days of age we 
collected a blood sample (40-90 µl) by sterilizing the skin surface with alcohol, then pricking 
the wing vein and drawing blood into hepanized capillary tubes. Blood samples were kept on 
ice until centrifugation and storage of the plasma at – 20 °C for later analysis. 
 In 2006 we sampled an additional 45 broods (nestlings ranging from 5 to 17 days old) 
and 6 one-year-old adult females. We carried out the PHA skin test on these birds and 
prepared blood smears in the field for differential WBC counts.  
Assessment of immunological parameters 
 White blood cell counts - We estimated total leukocyte count by the Eosinophil 
Unopette method [25] using the Unopette test 5877 (Becton-Dickinson, NJ) and a 
hemocytometer. We performed a differential leukocyte count on blood smears stained with 
Wright’s stain and scanned under 1000x oil immersion using a compound microscope. We 
counted 100 leukocytes, differentiating heterophils, lymphocytes, eosinophils, basophils, and 
monocytes [26]. Total count for each type of leukocyte (number cells/ml) was calculated by 
multiplying the respective differential proportion by the total leukocyte count. 
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 In vitro lymphocyte proliferation - We used a whole-blood mitogenic stimulation 
assay [27] that we optimized for use in tree swallows [24]. We had previously determined 
that for this assay, results from blood cells kept on ice for 24 h did not differ from results 
from fresh cells [24]. Within 24h of collection, blood samples were further diluted to 1:20 
using supplemented AIM-V lymphocyte medium and 50 µl of the dilution were dispensed 
into 96-well microplates containing 50 µl of mitogen (stimulated wells) or 50 µl of medium 
(non-stimulated wells). We tested for proliferation of lymphocytes using two standard T-cell 
mitogens, phytohaemagglutinin (PHA, 60 µg/ml) and concanavalin A (ConA, 60 µg/ml), and 
the B-cell mitogen, lipopolysaccharide (LPS from E. coli, 100 µg/ml), all from Sigma (St. 
Louis, MO). We incubated blood cultures in a 7% CO2, 41°C humidified atmosphere for a 
total of 48 h (ConA and PHA plates) and 72 h (LPS plates). Plates were pulsed with tritiated 
[3H] thymidine (0.5 µCi/well) for the last 24 h, then harvested onto glass-fiber filters using a 
cell harvester (Combi Cell Harvester, Skatron Instruments, Sterling, VA) and counted in a 
scintillation counter. We tested blood samples in triplicate for each mitogen and non-
stimulated wells and averaged the counts per minute (cpm) for each case. The proliferative 
response is expressed as a stimulation index (SI) calculated as the ratio between the average 
cpm of mitogen-stimulated wells and the average cpm of non-stimulated wells.  
 Whole-blood assays of lymphocyte proliferation, as the one used in this study, are 
considered more representative of in vivo conditions than assays that use isolated 
lymphocytes [28]. However, because they use a constant volume of blood, not number of 
lymphocytes, the proliferation response is likely a combination of both the initial number of 
lymphocytes present and the activation and proliferative ability of these lymphocytes [28]. 
To control for the potential effect of different initial lymphocyte numbers we calculated a 
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proliferation response per lymphocyte as the ratio between the average cpm of mitogen-
stimulated wells and the total lymphocyte count.  
 PHA skin test (cutaneous basophil hypersensitivity response to phytohemagglutinin) 
– We assessed the in vivo immune response to PHA following the simplified protocol of 
Smits et al. [29]. We measured the wing-web thickness (pre-injection thickness) using a 
digital micrometer (700-118 Mitutoyo, Japan) and then subcutaneously injected 0.1 mg of 
PHA (L8725, Sigma, CA) in 20 µl of phosphate buffered saline. We re-measured the wing-
web thickness 24h after the injection (post-injection thickness). The average of triplicate 
repeated measures was used for all thickness values. We calculated the skin swelling 
response as the difference between the average post- and pre-injection thicknesses.  
 Natural antibodies and complement – We assessed the levels of natural antibodies in 
peripheral blood and the ability of complement to mediate cell lysis using a hemolysis-
hemagglutination assay developed in birds [19]. We added 10 µl of plasma to the first two 
wells of a 96-well plate and performed a base 2-serial dilution in phosphate buffered saline 
along the row. Next, we added 10 µl of a 2% rabbit red blood cell suspension (HemoStat 
Laboratories, CA) to each well, gently vortexed the plate to mix uniformly, and incubated for 
90 min at 37ºC. Plates were then scored following Matson et al. [19], except that lysis titers 
were determined at the same time as agglutination titers given that the lysis response was 
already present at that time. Titers are expressed as the log2 of the highest dilution factor of 
plasma that showed each type of response. When the termination of hemagglutination or lysis 
was intermediate we recorded half scores between the two highest titers. We ran all plasma 
samples in duplicate and calculated the average titer. Negative and positive controls were run 




 All variables were checked for normality. Stimulation indices and total leukocyte 
counts were log10 transformed and the heterophil to lymphocyte ratio was square root 
transformed to meet normality. When transformation failed to normalize the data we used 
non-parametric statistics. Association between immune parameters and body condition was 
tested using regressions or Spearman rank correlations for non-normal variables. These 
analyses were performed separately for nestlings and adults. Nestling tree swallows reach 
adult body mass before skeletal growth is complete, so body condition indices are not 
comparable between these age groups. We used general linear models (GLM) to determine 
age-associated changes in immune parameters during the nestling period or Spearman rank 
correlation for non-normal variables. For variables that changed significantly with age among 
nestlings, we used the regression equation to estimate the date at which adult levels are 
reached. For variables that did not change with age among nestlings, we compared the mean 
nestling level with the mean adult level using ANOVA/MANOVA or Mann-Whitney U test 
for non-normal variables. 
 For differential leukocyte counts, for which we had data from 2005 and 2006, we 
pooled the data for both years because we found no significant year effect (all p > 0.3). 
Sample sizes vary among analyses because not all variables could be measured in all 
individuals given limited blood volumes or, for PHA responses, nest predation or adult 
behavior that precluded measurement. All statistical analyses were performed using the 





Constitutive innate immunity 
 Total numbers of leukocytes per milliliter of blood were measured in broods 10-14 
days-old and one-year-old females. Neither the number of granulocytes (heterophils, 
eosinophils, and basophils) nor monocytes was correlated with body condition in nestlings or 
adults (all p > 0.16) and they did not differ significantly between these age groups 
(MANOVA including all leukocyte types, all p > 0.51, Table 2). Differential leukocyte 
counts were estimated for nestlings ranging from 5 to19 days old and one-year-old females. 
The percentage of heterophils decreased linearly with age among nestlings (Fig.1a). When 
body condition was entered in this model, percentage of heterophils was negatively 
correlated to both body condition (partial correlation, rp = -0.616, p < 0.001, n = 45) and age 
(partial correlation, rp = -0.802, p < 0.001, n = 45) of the nestlings. Nestlings reached adult 
levels of percentage of heterophils around day 16 of the nestling period. The percentage of 
eosinophils also decreased with age among nestlings (Fig.1b).  In chickens, the percentage of 
eosinophils initially increases and then decreases in young individuals [30]. We tested for 
such a non-linear pattern by including age-squared in the model, but this term was not 
significant (p > 0.2). Adult levels were reached around day 24, and body condition did not 
explain additional variation in percentage of eosinophils among nestlings (rp = 0.255, p = 
0.092, n = 45). The percentage of basophils and monocytes did not change significantly with 
age during the nestling period and did not differ between nestlings and adults (all p > 0.6). 
Adult body condition was not correlated to the percentages of heterophils, eosinophils, 
basophils, and monocytes (all p > 0.3).  
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 Complement-mediated lysis titers were not correlated with natural antibody titers 
among nestlings (Spearman r = -0.145, p = 0.461, n = 28) or adults (Spearman r = 0.510, p = 
0.197, n = 8); therefore these immune parameters were analyzed separately. Neither aspect of 
constitutive innate humoral immunity was correlated with body condition in nestlings or 
adults (all p > 0.21). Neither the levels of natural antibodies (Spearman r = 0.025, p = 0.901, 
n = 28) nor complement activity (Spearman r = 0.221, p = 0.258, n = 28) changed 
significantly in nestlings ranging from 5 to 20 days old. However, compared to adults, 
nestlings had significantly lower natural antibody titers (Fig. 2a, Table 2) and complement-
mediated lysis titers (Fig. 2b, Table 2).  
Induced innate immunity 
 The in vivo swelling response to injection of PHA was measured in nestlings ranging 
from 5 to 17 days old and in one-year-old females. Swelling induced by PHA increased with 
body condition among nestlings (r2 = 0.222, p = 0.006, n = 33), but did not change with 
nestling age during the nestling period (r2 = -0.028, p > 0.333, n = 33), even after accounting 
for the effect of body condition. Adult PHA swelling response tended to increase with body 
condition as in nestlings, but for adults the trend was not significant (r2 = 0.802, p = 0.104, n 
= 5). We found no difference in swelling response between nestling and young adult tree 
swallows (ANOVA, F1,38 = 0.095, p = 0.7, Table 2).  
Constitutive adaptive immunity 
 The total number of lymphocytes per milliliter was not correlated with body condition 
in nestlings 10-14 days old or adults (both p > 0.35), but was lower in nestlings (Fig. 3a, 
Table 2). The percentage of lymphocytes increased linearly with nestling age (Fig. 1c), but 
did not vary with nestling body condition (rp = 0.169, p = 0.294, n = 45). Adult levels of 
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percent lymphocytes were reached by day 18 of the nestling period. Percentage of 
lymphocytes in adults was also independent of body condition (r2 = 0.091, p = 0.293, n = 14). 
We calculated the heterophil to lymphocyte ratio (H/L ratio) from the respective percentages. 
The H/L ratio decreased linearly with age among nestlings (regression equation: sqr (y) = -
0.047x+1.32, r2 = 0.441, p < 0.001, n = 47), reaching adult levels at about day 16 of the 
nestling period. This relationship with age became stronger (partial correlation, rp = -0.804, p 
< 0.001, n = 45) after controlling for the negative relationship between body condition and 
H/L ratio found in nestlings (partial correlation, rp = -0.566, p < 0.001, n = 45). The H/L ratio 
was not related to body condition among adult birds (r2 = 0.012, p = 0.207, n = 14). 
Induced adaptive immunity 
 Proliferation of lymphocytes in vitro in response to mitogens was measured for 
broods 10-14 days-old and one-year-old females. None of the proliferation variables varied 
with body condition in nestlings or adults (all p > 0.6). Proliferation induced by PHA was 
higher for one-year-old adults than for nestlings (Fig. 3b, Table 2), while we could not detect 
an age-related difference in the proliferative response to ConA (ANOVA of log10 
transformed stimulation index, F1,13 = 0.243, p = 0. 631, Table 2). Although the mean 
response of adults to ConA was almost twice that of nestlings (Table 2), this mean was 
highly skewed by the high response of one adult female, while the remaining adults 
responded at levels comparable to those of nestlings. These same age-related patterns where 
found when we performed the analyses using the proliferation response per lymphocyte to 
control for the potential effect of initial lymphocyte numbers on the proliferation responses to 
each mitogen (ANOVA, PHA: F1,13 = 5.153, p = 0.042; ConA: F1,13 = 0.236, p = 0.636). The 
B-cell mitogen LPS caused poor stimulation, with most stimulation indices for both nestlings 
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and adults resulting lower than one (data not shown). Because these data are unfortunately 
not interpretable we do not analyze them any further. 
 
Discussion 
Development of innate and adaptive immunity 
 We found mixed support for our prediction that innate immune components would 
develop earlier than adaptive components in nestling tree swallows. Total leukocyte counts 
and in vitro lymphocyte proliferation in response to PHA support the prediction, while the 
two measures of constitutive innate humoral immunity (natural antibodies and complement 
activity) and lymphocyte proliferation in response to ConA do not. 
 Of the different leukocyte types, only total lymphocyte counts were lower in nestlings 
10-14 days-old than in adults; whereas the total counts of leukocytes involved in innate 
immunity (i.e., heterophils, eosinophils, basophils, and monocytes) did not differ between 
adult and nestling tree swallows. The latter similarity in innate cell numbers between 
nestlings and adults, however, does not necessarily mean that their function is fully 
developed in nestlings. Newborn chickens have heterophils that show reduced phagocytic 
activity, which is thought to be responsible for their increased susceptibility to bacterial 
infections [31]. Functional assays of innate immunity (e.g., phagocytosis) will be necessary 
to determine whether or not the cells of the innate compartment are immature in nestling tree 
swallows and other free-living species.  
 In vitro lymphocyte proliferation in response to PHA was lower in nestling than in 
adult tree swallows, even when the age-related difference in initial number of lymphocytes 
was taken into account. This suggests that the difference in lymphocyte proliferation is not 
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merely a result of the lower number of lymphocytes in nestlings compared to adults, but also 
reflects a lower intrinsic ability of T-lymphocytes from nestlings to become activated and 
proliferate upon stimulation with PHA. In contrast, we did not find a significant difference in 
the in vitro lymphocyte proliferation response to ConA between nestling and adult tree 
swallows, which suggests that at least some lymphocyte subsets of nestlings 10-14 days-old 
are capable of responding at adult levels. We did not expect to find any difference in the 
ontogeny patterns shown by the two T-cell mitogens, ConA and PHA, especially as the 
responses to these mitogens show similar senescence patterns in adult tree swallows [24]. 
However, differences in the ontogeny of the lymphocyte proliferation responses to these two 
T-cell mitogens might not be uncommon [32,33], and Suresh et al. [33] also reported faster 
development of ConA than PHA response in turkeys.  
 We are not certain about the cause for the poor proliferative response of lymphocytes 
to the B-cell mitogen LPS in the present study, given that we used the same protocol that we 
had optimized in our previous study of tree swallows [24]. Batches of LPS, even from the 
same provider, can differ in quality. Therefore, one possibility is that the batch of LPS used 
in the present study was more mitogenic than the one used previously. This could have 
resulted in a higher than optimal stimulation and consequently accelerated apoptosis in 
mitogen-stimulated wells, perhaps explaining why most stimulation indices were lower than 
one.  
 The levels of natural antibodies and complement-mediated cell lysis did not change 
during the nestling period, but were lower in nestlings than in adult tree swallows, indicating 
that these innate components are not fully developed by the time nestlings fledge. Similar 
patterns showing lower levels of these innate components in immature versus adult 
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individuals have been described in poultry (e.g., natural antibodies [14], complement [34]) 
and in free-living birds (e.g., natural antibodies [9,35]). Interestingly, a recent study in the 
free-living barn swallow, a close relative of the tree swallow, did not find a difference in the 
complement-mediated lysis titers of nestlings 12 days-old and adults [35]. Comparative 
studies in free-living birds would be important for understanding the life-history and/or 
ecological causes of such disparity in immune function ontogeny among species. 
 The complement-mediated cell lysis that we measured in this study is a result of the 
interaction of both natural antibodies and complement proteins [19]; therefore, the levels of 
natural antibodies could limit the lysis response, causing the reduced complement activity 
observed in nestlings versus adult tree swallows. However, we do not think this is likely 
because 1) complement-mediated lysis titers and natural antibody (agglutination) titers were 
not correlated with each other, suggesting that independent immune parameters are assessed 
by each titer in tree swallows and 2) complement-mediated lysis titers were generally lower 
than natural antibody titers, suggesting that natural antibodies were not limiting the lysis 
response [19].  
 Interestingly, we did not find a difference in the in vivo PHA-induced swelling 
response among different aged nestlings or between nestling and adult tree swallows. The 
characteristic skin swelling in response to PHA is caused by the interaction of adaptive (T-
lymphocytes) and innate (heterophils, monocytes, and basophils) immune components 
[36,37]. The lack of age-related variation in the response of tree swallows in this study 
suggests that the PHA-induced swelling we measured might be due in larger part to 
inflammation and innate cells, which had already reached adult levels, than to lymphocytes, 
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which were at lower levels and showed weaker in vitro proliferative response to PHA in 
nestlings compared to adults. 
 Ecoimmunology studies comparing the in vivo swelling response to PHA across age 
groups have reported both lower [10,11] and higher [12,13] levels in nestlings compared to 
adult birds. In fact, even within tree swallows all the possible patterns of PHA swelling 
response have been reported; higher response in nestlings [12], higher response in adults 
[10], or no difference between nestling and adult responses (this study). The disparity in age-
related patterns of PHA-induced swelling could be due to variation among species or 
populations in the ontogeny of the immune components involved (e.g., the three tree swallow 
studies were performed in three different populations). Alternatively, the disparity could be 
due to variation in the protocols used by different investigators (e.g., the three tree swallow 
studies mentioned above were performed by three different researchers). In particular, the use 
of different doses of PHA and measuring tools (micrometers) can have a large impact on the 
measured swellings (see [38] for an example in tree swallow nestlings). 
 One aspect of adaptive immunity we did not measure is the in vivo antigen-induced 
antibody production by B-lymphocytes. Studies in poultry [14] and in several free-living bird 
species [12,39,40] indicate that this adaptive immune component is poorly developed in 
young birds. In most cases, sheep red blood cells and other T-cell dependent antigens have 
failed to elicit detectable antibody responses from nestlings of free-living birds [12,39], while 
T-cell independent antigens like LPS have produced detectable responses [41,42]. These 
results, and similar findings in poultry [14], suggest humoral responses to T-cell independent 
antigens develop earlier than those to T-cell dependent ones. Comparisons of the ontogeny of 




Condition-dependence of immune parameters  
 We found little support for the prediction that adaptive immune parameters, which are 
thought to be more costly to develop, are more dependent on body condition than innate 
parameters. None of the immune parameters we measured were related to body condition in 
one-year-old adult females, although power to detect such relationships was probably limited 
by our low sample sizes (mostly < 10) and/or relatively low variation in body condition 
among these young breeding females. In nestling tree swallows, the in vivo swelling response 
to PHA and the percentage of heterophils (and consequently the H/L ratio) were associated 
with body condition, while neither the percentage of lymphocytes nor in vitro lymphocyte 
proliferation responses, two of our measures of adaptive immune defenses, showed such 
association.  
 Some support for the prediction comes from the negative relationship between the in 
vivo swelling response to PHA, which involves the function of T-lymphocytes, and body 
condition. T-lymphocytes are the immune components most affected by malnutrition in 
domesticated animals [16] and one signature of malnutrition is reduced skin swelling 
response to T-cell mitogens [43]. As mentioned earlier, however, the PHA swelling response 
is complex, also involving aspects of induced innate immunity like inflammation. 
Inflammatory responses can be very costly [21,44]; therefore, the condition-dependence of 
the PHA swelling response is likely due to a combination of condition-dependence of both its 
adaptive and innate components. Inclusion of an adjuvant response by nestlings, which 
measures only the induced innate component, would aid in interpreting results of future 
studies. Independently of the specific mechanisms, correlational and experimental evidence 
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for condition-dependence of the swelling response to PHA [e.g., 45,46] and of the percentage 
of heterophils and H/L ratio [e.g., 47,48] exists for nestlings of several free-living birds. 
Increased competition for food in the nest (e.g., in larger broods) and environmental food 
shortages can negatively impact these immune parameters [45,49], which are in turn 
associated with reduced survival probability [see [50] for a review].  
 The lack of association between body condition and natural antibodies, complement-
mediated cell lysis, and in vitro lymphocyte proliferation could have been due in part to our 
decision to sample the largest (and oldest), nestlings in each brood. These largest nestlings 
might have been those in better body condition, although not necessarily so, because younger 
nestlings are both structurally smaller and lighter (i.e., lower body mass), therefore their body 
condition might be similar to that of their older siblings. Our sampling design was chosen to 
guarantee uniformity in the age of the nestlings sampled within broods; it did not, however, 
preclude us from detecting the association between body condition and the percentage of 
heterophils and PHA swelling response. Therefore, our results suggest that at least compared 
to these latter immune parameters, natural antibodies, complement, and in vitro lymphocyte 
proliferation are relatively condition-independent. This view is supported by repeated reports 
of condition-dependence of the PHA swelling response and percentage of heterophils (see 
above), while to our knowledge there are no published reports of a positive association 
between natural antibodies, complement, or in vitro lymphocyte proliferation and body 
condition in free-living birds.  
 The lack of association between body condition and natural antibodies might not be 
surprising, given that their production is thought to be fairly independent of internal and 
external stimuli ([19] but see [51]). Moreover, poultry studies suggest that the developmental 
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costs of both natural antibodies and complement proteins are relatively low [15], and 
therefore, condition-dependence might become apparent only in cases of very poor body 
condition. Development of adaptive responses by lymphocytes, in contrast, is thought to be 
quite costly [15,16]; yet we did not find an association between body condition and 
lymphocyte proliferation variables. The main cost of development of adaptive immunity is 
thought to be related to the diversification of the lymphocyte repertoire; that is, the 
generation of the vast diversity of specific receptors (both antibodies and T-cell receptors) for 
recognizing millions of different antigens [15,16]. Our proliferation assay might not be useful 
for detecting this specific cost because proliferation of mitogen-stimulated lymphocytes in 
vitro does not depend on lymphocyte receptor diversity. However, reduced proliferation of 
lymphocytes in vitro is a signature of malnutrition [43], suggesting that aspects of this 
response are indeed dependent on body condition. Therefore, our negative results should 
perhaps be viewed with caution, given modest sample sizes and potential bias toward brood 
members in good condition.  
 In summary, our results in tree swallows provide the most thorough assessment of 
immune function ontogeny of any free-living vertebrate to date. Our findings in part support 
the prediction that young individuals rely more on innate rather than adaptive immune 
defenses early in life, as seen in domesticated and laboratory animals. Some innate 
components, however, are not fully mature, while some adaptive components seem to have 
reached adult levels in nestling tree swallows. Our results also suggest that the PHA skin 
swelling response and the percentage of heterophils are the immune parameters most affected 
by body condition in nestling tree swallows, providing little support for the prediction that 
adaptive components would be more condition-dependent than innate ones. However, 
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methodological issues discussed above might complicate the detection of condition-
dependence for some of the measured immune parameters. The ecological study of immune 
function ontogeny is in its infancy [3]. We hope our research stimulates further enquiries into 
the complexity and potential diversity of immune defense development in wild animal 
populations, which will enhance our understanding of the diversity of life-history strategies 
and have important implications for disease ecology. 
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             Innate        Adaptive  
Constitutive Cell counts (granulocytes, monocytes)  
Natural antibodies a 
Complement activity 
 




Induced In vivo PHA induced swelling c  In vivo PHA induced 
swelling c 
In vitro lymphocyte 
proliferation  
 
a Has also been classified as constitutive adaptive defense [5] 
b
 Might also be considered as an induced adaptive defense [5] 







Table 2. Comparison of immune defense components between nestling and adult tree swallows. 
 
 
Immune component  (units)               Nestlings            1 year-old Adults 
mean ± SE       min-max         na mean ± SE           min-max         n 
bNatural antibody  (titer) 2.15 ± 0.06 1.63-3.38 28 2.99 ± 0.23 2-3.75 8 
bComplement  (lysis titer) 1.72 ± 0.07 1-2.25 28 2.50 ± 0.19 2-3 8 
bLymphocytes  (millions/ml)  4.64 ± 1.2 1.6-8.33 6 13.5 ± 3.4 1.56 -32.4 8 
Heterophils  (millions/ml) 2.4 ± 0.95 0.40-6.38 6 3.03 ± 0.71 0.1-6.40 8 
Eosinophils  (millions/ml) 2.4 ± 0.60 0.91-4.86 6 2.4 ± 1.12 0.52-10 8 
Monocytes  (millions/ml) 0.42 ± 0.16 0.0-1.2 6 0.66 ± 0.18 0.1-1.6 8 
Basophils  (millions/ml) 0.66 ± 0.26 0.0-2.5 6 1.08 ± 0.27 0.0-2.6 8 
PHA swelling  (mm) 0.45 ± 0.01 0.22-0.70 35 0.46 ± 0.04 0.34-0.61 5 
bT-cell proliferation-PHA (SI) 13.4 ±  2.4 5.20-21.15 6 67.1 ± 17.07 29.5-168.5 8 
T-cell proliferation-ConA (SI) 7.54 ± 1.35 3.85-13.1 6 13.36 ± 4.60 1.8-41 8 
 
a
 Sample size (number of broods) of 6 involves nestlings 10-14 days old, while larger sample 
sizes include nestlings ranging from 4 to 20 days old.  
b Immune components that show significant differences between nestlings and adults. 
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Figure Legends  
 
Figure 1. Change in the percentage of leukocytes in nestling tree swallows (n = 47 broods) 
and comparison to adult (n = 14) levels. (a) Percentage of heterophils, regression equation:  
y = -1.776x+47.03, r2 = 0.399, p < 0.001, (b) Percentage of eosinophils, regression equation:  
y = -0.734x+26.62, r2 = 0.11, p < 0.02, (c) Percentage of lymphocytes, regression equation:  
y = 2.46x+19.2, r2 = 0.465, p < 0.001. Each data point represents the average of two nestlings 
within an individual brood. Each brood was sampled at a single time point. Regression 
equations include only data for nestlings. 
 
Figure 2. Comparison of (a) natural antibody levels (agglutination titers),  
Mann-Whitney U = 40, p = 0.004, and (b) complement-mediated cell lysis titers,  
Mann-Whitney U = 32, p = 0.002, in nestlings ranging from 4 to 20 days old (n = 28 broods) 
and in adult tree swallows (n = 8). Box plots depict the median (bold horizontal line), 
interquartile range (height of box), range of observed values falling within a 1.5 spread of the 
interquartile range (whiskers), and outliers and extreme cases (circles and asterisks 
respectively).  
 
Figure 3. Comparison of (a) total lymphocyte count in peripheral blood, MANOVA 
including all leukocyte types, F1,12 = 8.87, p = 0.012, and (b) in vitro lymphocyte 
proliferation in response to PHA, ANOVA of log10 transformed stimulation index, F1,13 = 
22.13, p = 0.001, in nestlings ranging from 10 to 14 days old (n = 6 broods) and adult tree 
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 A wide diversity of free-living organisms show increases in mortality rates and/or 
decreases in reproductive success with advancing age. However, the physiological 
mechanisms underlying these demographic patterns of senescence are poorly understood. 
Immunosenescence, the age-related deterioration of immune function, is well documented in 
humans and laboratory models, and often leads to increased morbidity and mortality due to 
disease. However, we know very little about immunosenescence in free-living organisms. 
Here, we studied immunosenescence in a free-living population of tree swallows, 
Tachycineta bicolor, assessing three components of the immune system and using both in 
vivo and in vitro immunological tests. Immune function in tree swallow females showed a 
complex pattern with age; acquired T-cell mediated immunity declined with age, but neither 
acquired nor innate humoral immunity did. In vitro lymphocyte proliferation stimulated by 
T-cell mitogens decreased with age, suggesting that reduced T-cell function might be one 
mechanism underlying the immunosenescence pattern of in vivo cell-mediated response 
recently described for this same population. Our results provide the most thorough 
description of immunosenescence patterns and mechanisms in a free-living vertebrate 
population to date. Future research should focus on the ecological implications of 
immunosenescence and the potential causes of variation in patterns among species.  
 
Introduction 
 Until recently, it was assumed that individuals in the wild were highly unlikely to 
show signs of senescence (Holmes & Austad 1995; Kirkwood & Austad 2000); however, we 
now know that a wide diversity of free-living populations show age-related increases in 
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mortality rates and/or decreases in reproductive success indicative of senescence (e.g., 
Promislow 1991; Holmes et al. 2001; Bonduriansky & Brassil 2002; Bryant & Reznick 2004; 
Morbey et al. 2005). Less clear are the physiological mechanisms underlying these 
demographic patterns (Reznick et al. 2004; Bronikowski & Promislow 2005). Physiological 
senescence is a multifaceted phenomenon involving irreversible deterioration of many organ 
systems in the body (Rose 1991). One main survival-related system affected by age is the 
immune system, consisting of complex defense mechanisms evolved in response to 
ubiquitous threats from parasites and disease (Roitt et al. 1998). In humans, efficient function 
of the immune system is essential for survival, and immunosenescence, the deterioration of 
immune function with age, results in increased risk of infection, autoimmune disease, and 
cancer (Miller 1996; Effros 2003) that lead to higher morbidity and mortality among the old 
(Pawelec et al. 2002). 
 The vertebrate immune system can be divided into two main arms: innate immunity 
(the first line of defense) and acquired immunity. Both arms can be further subdivided into 
humoral and cell-mediated components (Roitt et al. 1998). Most knowledge about 
immunosenescence comes from studies of humans and mammalian laboratory models, which 
suggest that the ageing immune system is characterized by altered activity of most of its 
components (reviewed by Miller 1996; Grubeck-Loebenstein & Wick 2002). Decline occurs 
in acquired cell-mediated immunity (reviewed by Aspinall 2003) and acquired humoral 
immunity (reviewed by Weksler and Szabo 2000), but the latter is thought to be caused by 
the former, given that important aspects of B-cell function depend on helper T-cell function 
(Pawelec et al. 2002). Regarding innate immunity, certain components may decline with age 
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(e.g., function of phagocytes, Pawelec et al. 1998), although others may actually increase 
with age (e.g., inflammation, Franceschi et al. 2000). 
 Recent studies on ecoimmunology suggest that immunosenescence may be a common 
phenomenon in free-living animals, including both invertebrates (Adamo et al. 2001; Kurtz 
2002) and vertebrates (Cichon et al. 2003; Lozano & Lank 2003; Saino et al. 2003; 
Haussmann et al. 2005; Ujvari & Madsen 2006). However, we still know very little about 
immunosenescence patterns, mechanisms, and their implications in the wild, including 
whether immunosenescence is a causal factor in demographic senescence patterns (Saino et 
al. 2003). In particular, studies to date on free-living vertebrates (with the exception of 
humans) have measured only one component of the immune system in a given species (either 
acquired cell-mediated or humoral immunity) and information on innate immunity is lacking 
altogether. In addition, previous studies have used only in vivo assays of immune function 
that involve complex integrated responses by several immune effectors and therefore 
preclude elucidation of specific mechanisms underlying the observed immune patterns 
(Silliman & Wang 2006).  
 In this study, we examine immunosenescence patterns and mechanisms in a free-
living population, using tree swallows (Tachycineta bicolor Viellot 1808) as our model 
system. Tree swallows are secondary cavity-nesting aerial insectivores members of the 
family Hirundinidae (Robertson et al. 1992). We assessed three components of the immune 
system (acquired cell-mediated immunity, acquired humoral immunity, and innate humoral 
immunity) and used in vitro assays, in addition to in vivo assays, to shed light on potential 
mechanisms underlying the immunosenescence patterns.  
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 We focused on two basic questions: (1) How the different immune components 
behave with age and (2) what mechanisms underlie the immunosenescence patterns. With 
respect to the latter, we know that tree swallows in our study population show 
immunosenescence in their in vivo acquired cell-mediated immune response assessed by the 
standard phytohemagglutinin (PHA) skin test (Haussmann et al. 2005). This test is the most 
widely used estimate of cell-mediated immune function in studies of wild birds and has been 
used as a general index of in vivo T-lymphocyte activation and proliferative potential 
(reviewed by Fairbrother et al. 2004). However, the response to PHA also involves innate 
components such as heterophils, macrophages, and basophils (Goto et al. 1978; Martin et al. 
2006), suggesting that the reduced swelling in older individuals could be due to reduced T-
lymphocyte activation and proliferative potential, reduced recruitment of cells of the innate 
immune system, or both. We therefore used in vitro assays to assess whether the observed 
age-related decline of in vivo cell-mediated response is associated with reduced T-
lymphocyte activation and proliferation. In addition, we measured in vivo acquired humoral 
immunity mediated by B-lymphocytes to determine whether this component also declines 
with age in tree swallows, and if so, whether the decline is associated with reduced in vitro 
B-lymphocyte activation and proliferation.  
 
Materials and Methods  
(a) Study population 
 We conducted this study in a tree swallow nest-box population in Tompkins County, 
NY (42°29’ N, 76°27’ W), which has been studied since 1985 (Winkler & Allen 1996; 
Winkler et al. 2004) and provided an adequate number of known-age individuals. Several 
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factors besides age can affect immune responses. Individuals with higher body mass and/or 
body condition tend to mount stronger responses (e.g., Saino et al. 1997; Navarro et al. 
2003). In tree swallows, individuals that start breeding earlier show stronger immune 
responses than later breeders (Hasselquist et al. 2001; Ardia 2005). In addition, stress can 
influence immune responses through elevated corticosterone levels (reviewed by Padget & 
Glaser 2003). Therefore, to assess the unique contribution of age to variation in immune 
responses and enhance the detectability of immunosenescence patterns, we statistically 
controlled for these potentially confounding factors (see below). 
 
(b) Field sample collection 
 During the 2005 breeding season, we monitored nests daily to determine clutch 
completion date. We captured 45 females at their nest-boxes between 05:00 and 13:00 h on 
June 3rd. At this time, females were in late incubation (last 4 days) or early nestling period 
(first 4 days). Females ranged from 1 to 10 years of age, as determined by their ringing 
history. We knew exact ages for 26 females, and for the remaining, age was a minimum 
estimate based on each female’s plumage in the year she was first ringed. We collected blood 
(~200 µl) by jugular venipuncture and immediately 100 µl were diluted 1:1 in AIM-V 
lymphocyte medium supplemented with 25 mM HEPES, 2 mM L-glutamine, and 50 µg/ml 
Gentamicin (all from Life Technologies, Rockville, MD) and stored on ice for use in the 
lymphocyte proliferation assay the following morning. The remainder of the blood (~100 µl) 
was transferred into capillary tubes for use in the humoral immunity assays (both innate and 
acquired) and for measuring corticosterone concentration. We stored capillary tubes on ice 
until centrifugation, after which we isolated the plasma for storage at – 20 °C. Females were 
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weighed to the nearest 0.1 g and head-bill length (a  measure of structural body size) was 
measured to the nearest 0.1 mm to estimate a body condition index (Schulte-Hostedde et al. 
2005). Finally, we injected females intraperitoneally with 100 µl of a 2% suspension of sheep 
red blood cells (SRBC, HemoStat Laboratories, Dixon, CA) in phosphate buffered saline 
(PBS) and then released them. Following Ardia et al. (2003), females were recaptured 8 days 
later and a second blood sample (~60 µl) was obtained to determine anti-SRBC antibody 
production. 
 
(c) Immune function assays 
 In vitro lymphocyte proliferation - We used a whole-blood mitogenic stimulation 
assay (Cunnick et al. 1994) that we optimized for use in tree swallows; parameters we report 
provided the highest proliferation responses for tree swallow blood. We had previously 
determined that response of blood cells kept on ice for 24 h did not differ from that of fresh 
cells (paired samples t-test: t = 0.516, p = 0.616, n = 12). In the laboratory, blood samples 
were further diluted to 1:20 using supplemented AIM-V lymphocyte medium (same as 
above) and 50 µl were dispensed into 96-well microplates containing 50 µl of mitogen 
(stimulated wells) or 50 µl of medium (non-stimulated wells). We stimulated lymphocytes 
using standard mitogens used in poultry immunology (e.g., Hovi et al. 1978, Cunnick et al. 
1994): two T-cell mitogens, phytohaemagglutinin (PHA, 60 µg/ml) and concanavalin A 
(ConA, 60 µg/ml), and one B-cell mitogen, lipopolysaccharide from Salmonella typhimurium 
(LPS, 100 µg/ml), all from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). Blood cultures were incubated in a 7% 
CO2, 41°C humidified atmosphere for a total of 48 h (LPS plates) or 72 h (PHA and ConA 
plates). Plates were pulsed with tritiated [3H] thymidine (0.5 µCi/well) for the last 24 h, then 
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harvested onto glass-fiber filters using a cell harvester (Combi Cell Harvester, Skatron 
Instruments, Sterling, VA) and counted in a scintillation counter. Each sample was tested in 
triplicate for each mitogen and the medium and the counts per minute (cpm) for triplicates 
were averaged. The proliferative response was expressed as a stimulation index (SI) 
calculated by dividing the mean cpm of mitogen stimulated wells by the mean cpm of non-
stimulated wells (Cunnick et al. 1994).  
 In vivo acquired humoral immune response (SRBC test) - We quantified antibody 
production by B-lymphocytes in response to immunization with SRBC following Ardia et al. 
(2003).  We heat-inactivated plasma (56 ºC for 30 min) and placed 10 µl in the 1st well of a 
96-well plate. Next we serially diluted samples starting with 10 µl of plasma in 10 µl of PBS 
along the row. Then, 10 µl of a 2% SRBC suspension were added to each well and plates 
were incubated at 37ºC for 90 min. Titres (SRBC Ab titres) are expressed as the log2 of the 
highest dilution factor of plasma that showed hemagglutination. We recorded half scores 
between two titres when the termination of hemagglutination was intermediate. All plasma 
samples were run in duplicate and average titres were used. Pre- and post- immunization 
samples, as well as negative and positive controls, were run in each plate. None of the pre-
immunization samples showed hemagglutination. 
 Constitutive innate humoral immunity - We used a hemolysis-hemagglutination assay 
developed in birds (Matson et al. 2005) to assess the levels of natural antibodies (NAbs) in 
peripheral blood and complement-mediated cell lysis. Lysis of cells likely results from the 
interaction between NAbs and complement, while hemagglutination depends only on NAbs 
(Matson et al. 2005). We performed a base-2 serial dilution of plasma in PBS as described 
for the SRBC test, except that plasma was not heat-inactivated in order to preserve 
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complement proteins. Next, we added 10 µl of a 2% suspension of rabbit red blood cells 
(RRBC, HemoStat Laboratories) to each well and incubated plates at 37ºC for 90 min. 
Scoring of hemagglutination (NAb titre) and lysis titres was performed as described by 
Matson et al. (2005). Titres are expressed as the log2 of the highest dilution factor of plasma 
that showed each response. We recorded half scores between two titres when the termination 
of hemagglutination or lysis was intermediate. All plasma samples were run in duplicate and 
average titres were used. Negative and positive controls were run in each plate. 
 
(d) Corticosterone assay 
 We quantified corticosterone (CORT) level in plasma to control for its concentration 
at the time of blood sampling and determine its effect on immune responses. All samples 
were run in triplicate in a single radioimmunoassay (#07-120102, MP Biomedicals, Irvine, 
CA) that has been validated for use in passerines (Washburn et al. 2002). Intra-assay 
coefficient of variation was 9.7%. 
  
(e) Statistical analyses 
 All variables were checked for normality and log10 transformed when necessary. 
Lysis titers were not normally distributed even after transformation, so we used non-
parametric tests (Spearman rank correlation) when analyzing this variable. We used multiple 
regression analyses to determine the relationships between immune function and age while 
controlling for potential confounding factors (clutch completion date, body mass, body 
condition index, and CORT concentration). Body condition index and body mass were highly 
correlated (r = 0.910, p < 0.0001, n = 45), therefore we only present the results for models 
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using body mass. We used backward elimination to determine the final regression models, 
using α = 0.05 and α = 0.1 as entry and removal probabilities respectively. Sample sizes vary 
among analyses because we could not perform all assays in some samples due to limited 
blood volume. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS v.13.  
 
Results 
 Neither time of day nor breeding stage explained significant variation in immune 
responses (all p > 0.05). CORT levels increased with handling time (r = 0.543, p = 0.011, n = 
31), but after controlling for handling time, CORT levels were not significantly correlated 
with age (rp = 0.005, p = 0.980, n = 31). 
(a) Acquired cell-mediated immunity 
 In vitro lymphocyte proliferation in response to T-cell mitogens (PHA and ConA) 
decreased with age among adult females (figure 1a and 1b). The final regression model for 
PHA included age as the only significant explanatory variable (r = -0.503, p = 0.001, n = 43); 
whereas the final model for ConA included age (rp = -0.490, p = 0.001, n = 43) and body 
mass (rp = -0.414, p = 0.006, n = 43). Forcing CORT concentration and/or clutch completion 
date into the above models did not change the relationships.  
(b) Acquired humoral immunity 
 In vitro lymphocyte proliferation in response to the B-cell mitogen (LPS) did not 
change with female age (figure 1c, r = 0.079, p = 0.613, n = 43). The final regression model 
for LPS included CORT concentration as the only explanatory variable (r = -0.443, p = 
0.013, n = 31), with higher CORT concentrations associated with lower proliferation. 
However, forcing body mass and/or clutch completion date into the model rendered that 
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relationship non significant. In vivo antibody response to SRBC did not change significantly 
with age (figure 2a). None of the variables explained significant variation among adult 
females in this immune response. 
(c) Innate immunity 
 The two measures of innate humoral immunity (NAbs titre and lysis titre) did not 
change with age among female tree swallows (figure 2b and 2c, respectively). The final 
regression model for NAbs titre included only CORT concentration (r = -0.401, p = 0.031, n 
= 29), with higher concentrations associated with lower titres. Forcing body mass and/or 
clutch completion date into the model, however, rendered that relationship non significant. 
No significant model was found for lysis titre. 
 
Discussion 
 In vitro proliferative response to T-cell mitogens (PHA/ConA) decreased with age in 
free-living adult female tree swallows ranging from 1 to 8 years of age, with the oldest 
individuals showing a response 84% weaker than the youngest. Indeed, age was the main 
predictor of variation in in vitro response to PHA/ConA among individuals, with the 
potential confounding variables (i.e., body mass, clutch completion date, and corticosterone 
concentration) explaining little or no variation. An age-related decrease in T-lymphocyte 
proliferative ability in response to mitogens is a hallmark of immunosenescence in humans 
and mammalian laboratory models (Effros et al. 1994; Miller 1996; Franceschi et al. 2000), 
and together with other parameters of T-lymphocyte function, can predict survival among old 
individuals, suggesting an association between longevity and well-preserved immunity 
(reviewed by Pawelec et al. 2002). To our knowledge, this immunosenescence pattern had 
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never been documented in a non-mammalian vertebrate or any free-living population with 
the exception of humans. 
 Haussmann et al. (2005) reported immunosenescence in this same tree swallow 
population based on the PHA skin test, with older individuals mounting weaker responses 
(i.e., smaller swellings) than younger ones. Data from this study support the hypothesis that 
reduced activation and/or proliferative potential of T-lymphocytes from older tree swallows 
is one mechanism underlying the pattern of immunosenescence in the PHA skin test 
response. The importance of T-cell function in the in vivo response to PHA challenge has 
been experimentally demonstrated in chickens thymectomized as neonates, which show a 
50% reduction in swelling responses compared to controls (Goto et al. 1978). Because T-
cells are not the only cells involved in the PHA skin response, future studies should assess 
the potential contribution of other immune components to the age-related reduction in 
swelling. In particular, studies of the histology of the skin swelling response to PHA (e.g., 
Martin et al. 2006) in young and old individuals could help determine the relative 
contribution of lymphocytes versus innate components such as heterophils, macrophages, and 
basophils.  
 Ecoimmunology studies have shown that increased reproductive effort results in 
reduced immune function (see Schmid-Hempel 2003 for review). Therefore, an alternative 
explanation for the decline in immune function with age is a shift in resource allocation from 
self-maintenance to reproductive effort as individuals get older (Cichon et al. 2003). This 
scenario predicts that during the non-reproductive period any age differences in immune 
function would vanish (Cichon et al. 2003), which would not be the case if 
immunosenescence were due to a progressive and unavoidable deterioration of the immune 
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system. Studies with laboratory mammals and humans indicate that immunosenescence 
occurs even in the absence of reproduction; however, reproductive costs may indeed 
accelerate immunosenescence (Helle et al. 2004). Future studies in ecoimmunology should 
focus on understanding the interaction between immunosenescence and reproductive effort in 
free-living organisms.  
 Female tree swallows did not show immunosenescence in our measured aspects of 
acquired humoral immunity. This result differs from two recent studies in free-living 
passerine birds. Antibody responses against Newcastle disease virus vaccine (NDV) declined 
with age in female barn swallows (Hirundo rustica) ranging from 1 to 3 years old (Saino et 
al. 2003), and older female collared flycatchers (Ficedula albicollis) (5-6 years old) mounted 
weaker responses to SRBC than younger ones (< 4 years old). We did not find evidence of 
immunosenescence in acquired humoral immunity in tree swallows, even when analyzing a 
broader range of ages (i.e., 1-10 years old) and performing an in vitro assay of lymphocyte 
proliferation in addition to the in vivo antibody response to immunization.  
 An interesting aspect of our results on acquired humoral immunity is that we did not 
find an age-related reduction in the production of antibodies against SRBC by B-cells, which 
is dependent on T-helper cells (a subtype of T-cell), despite finding reduced response to T-
cell mitogens with age. One possible explanation for this result is that an increase in B-cell 
responsiveness with age compensated for the decrease in T-cell responsiveness resulting in 
no net difference in antibody production across ages. However, this seems unlikely as we did 
not find support for increased B-cell responsiveness with age through our in vitro test, and 
we are not aware of any study demonstrating increased B-cell function with age. Another 
possible explanation is that the response to SRBC does not decline with age because rather 
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than T-helper cells, it is T-cytotoxic cells that show reduced response with advancing age in 
the in vitro assay, as has been shown in humans (Grossmann et al. 1989).  
 Different patterns of immunosenescence among species are likely the consequence of 
differences in demography and selection, possibly reflecting the link between life-history and 
physiology (Ricklefs & Wikelski 2002). Indeed, avian species with higher survival rates and 
longer lifespans show a slower senescent decline of in vivo PHA response than species with 
the opposite life-history traits (Haussmann et al. 2005). North American tree swallows 
appear to have higher annual survival rates (50%, Robertson et al. 1992) and maximum 
recorded lifespans (12 years, Robertson & Rendell 2001) than those reported for the 
European barn swallow (35-40%, 7 years, Saino et al. 2003) and collared flycatcher (35-
40%, 8 years, Cichon et al. 2003) populations on which immunosenescence data were 
reported; therefore, we would predict slower senescence in tree swallows. In addition, 
differences in diversity and/or abundance of parasites in the environment can favor different 
levels of investment in immune function and/or different immune strategies (Zuk & Stoehr 
2002; Schmid-Hempel 2003; Lindstrom et al. 2004), but this has not yet been studied in 
relation to comparative patterns of immunosenescence.  
 Finally, tree swallows did not show immunosenescence in either aspect of innate 
humoral immunity measured. Neither the level of circulating natural antibodies against 
RRBC nor complement-mediated cell lysis showed a decline with age. It remains to be 
determined whether cellular aspects of innate immunity, such as the function of phagocytes 
(Pawelec et al. 1998), show immunosenescence in this species.  
 In summary, we present the most thorough study of immunosenescence patterns in a 
free-living population to date. Immune function of tree swallows shows a complex age-
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related pattern with some aspects of immune function declining with age and others 
remaining unchanged. Our results in a free-living bird coincide with general patterns in 
humans and mammalian laboratory models that show that acquired immunity declines more 
pervasively with age than does innate immunity (Franceschi et al. 2000) and that T-cell 
function is more affected than B-cell function (Pawelec et al. 2002). Our study also provides 
evidence for a potential mechanism underlying immunosenescence of the in vivo response to 
PHA, the most widely used immune test in ecological immunology. Finally, our data also 
suggests that species might differ not only in the rate of senescence of a given immune 
component (Haussmann et al. 2005), but also in which components are more affected by age. 
An important next step for ecoimmunology is to understand the ecological and evolutionary 
implications of immunosenescence patterns in the wild.  
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Figure 1.  In vitro lymphocyte proliferation responses of adult female tree swallows as a 
function of age (n = 43 in all cases). (a) Lymphocyte proliferation in response to PHA (PHA 
SI) (r = -0.503, p = 0.001, regression line: log y = -0.112 log x + 1.9), (b) Lymphocyte 
proliferation in response to ConA (ConA SI) (r = -0.422, p = 0.005, regression line: log y = -
0.121 log x + 1.0), (c) Lymphocyte proliferation in response to LPS (LPS SI) (r = -0.079, p = 
0.613). 
 
Figure 2.  Humoral immune responses of adult female tree swallows as a function of age. (a) 
Acquired humoral response to SRBC challenge (SRBC Ab titre)(r = -0.273, p = 0.120, n = 
33). Note: 1 was added to the argument of the logarithm to show titres = 0 corresponding to 
undiluted plasma, (b) Levels of natural antibodies (NAbs titre) (r = 0.111, p = 0.531, n = 34), 
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 Immunosenescence, the aging of the immune system, is well documented in humans 
and laboratory models and is known to cause increased morbidity and mortality among the 
old.  Recently, immunosenescence patterns have been documented in free-living animals, but 
their consequences in the wild have not been explored. We investigated the consequences of 
immunosenescence in free-living tree swallows Tachycineta bicolor through a field 
experiment simulating a bacterial infection (challenge with lipopolysaccharide, LPS) in 
females of different ages during the nestling rearing period. We assessed behavioral and 
physiological responses of females, as well as growth and physiological responses of their 
offspring, to determine the costs associated with the simulated bacterial infection. In 
particular, we tested the hypothesis that older, immunosenescent individuals pay higher costs 
than younger ones when faced with a challenge to their immune system and that these costs 
are mediated by an exaggerated sickness behavior, as seen in laboratory rodents. Results of 
the experiment differed between the two years of study. The first year, old females 
challenged with LPS lost more body mass and reduced their nest visitation rates more than 
young and mid-age females despite showing similar innate immune responses. In addition, 
offspring of old females challenged with LPS tended to grow less than those of mid-age and 
young females. In contrast, results from the second year did not suggest that older females 
suffered larger costs. Interestingly, the pattern of immunosenescence previously described in 
this population was only detected the first year of study, suggesting that it is indeed the 
immunosenescence phenotype rather than age per se that leads to higher costs of immune 
defense in old individuals. Our results provide the first evidence of costs of 




 Aging, or senescence, is a pervasive phenomenon in the natural world. Individuals in 
a wide variety of free-living populations show declines in performance with advancing age 
leading to reductions in survival and/or reproductive success among the oldest individuals 
(e.g., Promislow 1991; Holmes et al. 2001; Bonduriansky and Brassil 2002; Bryant and 
Reznick 2004; Morbey et al. 2005). One specific axis of declining performance with age is 
the immune system, which involves critical survival-related mechanisms that have evolved to 
overcome the negative impacts of parasites and disease. Recent studies in free-living 
vertebrates have documented deterioration of immune function with age (birds: Saino et al. 
2003; Cichon et al. 2003; Haussmann et al. 2005; Palacios et al. 2007; snakes: Ujvari and 
Madsen 2006), suggesting that immunosenescence might be a common phenomenon in the 
natural world and might constitute a potential mechanism underlying the patterns of actuarial 
senescence in free-living animals. Mounting evidence for aging and immunosenescence in 
the wild emphasizes the need for understanding the consequences of these patterns for free-
living animals, which might have implications for disease ecology.  
 Infection by pathogens activates the immune system, resulting in local inflammation 
and a suite of highly organized behavioral, hormonal, and immunological changes 
collectively known as the acute phase response (Dantzer 2001). The acute phase response is 
characterized by fever, secretion of antimicrobial proteins (e.g., lysozyme produced by 
macrophages and acute phase proteins by the liver), elevation of stress hormone levels, and 
highly stereotyped sickness behaviors (Hart 1988; Dantzer 2001). These behaviors include 
loss of appetite and thirst that lead to loss of body weight, increased somnolence, reduced 
locomotor activity, and depressed social behaviors (Hart 1988). Despite the benefits of the 
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acute phase response of improving the chance of successfully coping with an infection (Hart 
1988; Johnson 2002), this response does not come without costs. Fever and hepatic 
production of acute phase proteins are metabolically costly processes that might use up 
energy reserves, especially if individuals are also reducing their food intake due to sickness 
behavior (Hart 1988; Lochmiller and Deerenberg 2000). In addition to these energetic costs, 
sickness behavior can interfere with reproductive behaviors, as demonstrated both in captive 
(e.g., Yirmiya et al. 1995; Aubert et al. 1997), and free-living animals (Bonneaud et al. 
2003).  
 Behavioral aspects of the acute phase response to pathogens are plastic and can be 
modulated depending on the motivational context (e.g., Aubert et al. 1997; Bilbo et al. 2002; 
Owen-Owen-Ashley and Wingfield 2006b; Weil et al. 2006). Female mice challenged with 
LPS fail to build a nest for their pups when housed at mild ambient temperatures, but the nest 
building behavior is unaffected when they are housed at low temperatures that threaten 
offspring survival (Aubert et al. 1997). Therefore, social contexts, such as during parental 
care, seem to be potent modulators of sickness behaviors. This modulation, however, is 
limited by the intensity of the infection (e.g.,Weil et al. 2006) and body condition of the 
individuals (e.g.,Bilbo et al. 2002; Owen-Ashley et al. 2006; Owen-Ashley and Wingfield 
2006b). Age is likely to be another important factor limiting the modulation of sickness 
behavior, with older, immunosenescent individuals less able to modulate behavioral aspects 
of sickness, but to our knowledge this hypothesis has not been tested. Some indirect support 
comes from recent studies in laboratory rodents suggesting that the costs of immune defense 
and sickness behavior are disproportionately large for old individuals. Healthy old mice 
challenged with lipopolysaccharide (LPS, a non-replicating component of gram negative 
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bacterial cell walls commonly used to elicit sickness behavior without causing actual disease) 
suffer greater reductions in food consumption leading to larger body mass loss and more 
pronounced depression of locomotor and social behaviors compared to younger mice 
(Godbout et al. 2005; Huang et al. 2008). This exaggerated sickness behavior in old 
individuals, which also lasts longer than in younger ones, is thought to be linked to their 
immunosenescent phenotype, specifically, dysregulated inflammation (Godbout et al. 2005; 
Barrientos et al. 2006; Gaykema et al. 2007). These studies in laboratory mammals indicate 
that immunosenescence can have important effects on sickness behavior; however, the 
relevance of these results based on animals raised, housed, and tested in highly artificial 
conditions to wild animals is unclear.   
 In the present study we investigate the consequences of immunosenescence in free-
living animals for the first time, with particular focus on effects of age on the acute phase 
response to infection, using the tree swallow (Tachycineta bicolor, Viellot 1808) as our 
model system. Tree swallows are a common and widespread passerine bird species in North 
America (Robertson et al. 1992), and we have already determined that individuals in our 
study population show immunosenescence in the in vivo skin swelling (Haussmann et al. 
2005) and the in vitro lymphocyte proliferation (Palacios et al. 2007) responses to 
phytohemagglutinin (PHA), with immune function decreasing steadily with age in adults 
ranging from 1 to 8 years old. Most tree swallows live only 2-3 years in the wild; however 
the maximum reported lifespan is 12 years (Robertson and Rendell 2001). 
 We performed a field experiment simulating a bacterial infection (challenge with 
LPS) to test the hypothesis that older, immunosenescent individuals pay higher costs of 
immune defense in terms of exaggerated sickness behavior, and consequently suffer reduced 
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reproductive success and/or survival compared to younger individuals. We predicted that 
when challenged with LPS, older, immunosenescent individuals would show the following 
responses compared to younger individuals: (1) exaggerated sickness behavior, reflected by 
larger loss of body mass and decrease in locomotor and parental behaviors, (2) larger 
elevation in corticosterone (the avian stress hormone), which, together with cytokines, is a 
major modulator of sickness behavior (Wingfield 2003), (3) greater reduction in offspring 
quality, in terms of reduced growth, immune function, and/or larger increase in 
corticosterone levels, if females cannot maintain feeding rates to nestlings (and their male 
partners cannot compensate by increasing their contribution), and (4) a greater reduction in 
fitness in terms of current reproductive success and/or survival until the following breeding 
season. In addition, we investigated the effects of age on the immunological response to LPS 
challenge by measuring changes in several aspects of immune function that are known to be 
important for fighting bacterial infections: bacterial killing capacity of plasma, plasma levels 
of the antimicrobial protein lysozyme, and natural antibodies and complement-mediated cell 
lysis activity. Finally, we measured the skin swelling response to PHA to corroborate the 
immunosenescence pattern previously documented in our study population (Haussmann et al. 
2005). 
 
Materials and Methods 
FIELD EXPERIMENT  
 We conducted the field experiment during the breeding seasons (May-June) of 2007 
and 2008 in a tree swallow nest-box population in Tompkins County, NY, USA (42°29’ N, 
76°27’ W). We used a factorial experimental design with one factor being adult female age 
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(young: 1 year, mid-age: 2 and 3 years, and old: 4 years and older), following the age 
categories used by Robertson and Rendel (2001). The other main factor was experimental 
treatment (LPS injection vs. control injection). Nests of young, mid-age and old females were 
matched by hatching date and brood size (3 to 7 nestlings) and then randomly assigned 
within maternal age categories to the experimental treatment. Sample sizes for young, mid-
age, and old females differed between 2007 and 2008 because of availability of birds of a 
given age group and needs of other researchers working in the same population. Birds 
sampled in 2007 were not reused in 2008. We collected data for each female before (pre-
treatment) and twice after the experimental injections (post-treatment) to determine the 
behavioral and  physiological changes caused by LPS challenge.  
 
EXPERIMENTAL TIMELINE 
 The experiment was started for each female on day 3 of the nestling period (hatch day 
= day 0). We videotaped nests to determine initial nest visitation rates by parents and we 
measured all nestlings for initial growth parameters. The next day, we trapped females in 
their nest-boxes (capture 1), collected a sterile blood sample (~120 µl) within 3-5 minutes of 
capture and prepared a thin blood smear. Next we weighed females to the nearest 0.01 grams 
with a digital scale, measured the head-bill length (structural size) to the nearest 0.1 mm 
using calipers, and then performed the experimental injections. After the injections, females 
were released near their nest-boxes to continue caring for their young. The following 
morning, aproximately 24h after the injections, nests were videotaped again, and  
immediately after, females were captured for a second time (capture 2), bled (~100 µl), 
weighed, and then released. We measured nestlings for a second time when they were 6 days 
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old (i.e. ~ 48 h after their mothers received the injections). One week after the injections, 
nests were videotaped for a third time and females were captured (capture 3) to obtain a third 
set of body mass, blood sample, and blood smear to determine whether the effects of the 
experimental treatments persisted after the sickness behavior (which lasts ca. 48h, see below) 
had subsided. At this time, we also challenged females with PHA to corroborate the 
immunosenescence pattern, necessitating a fourth capture after the PHA challenge to 
measure the swelling response. This fourth capture was performed 48h after the PHA 
injection given that previous work in our study population indicated that the swelling 
measured after 48h was no different from that measured after 24h (Ardia 2005). Nestlings 
were measured a third time when they were 12 days old, and at this time we also collected a 
blood sample from one randomly chosen nestling from each nest to assess bacterial killing 
capacity and stress hormone level (the latter only in 2008). All blood samples were 
maintained on ice in the field, centrifuged within 3 hours of collection, and plasma was 
stored at -80°C until analyzed. 
  
EXPERIMENTAL INJECTIONS 
 LPS birds received a single subcutaneous injection of 50 µl of LPS water/oil 
emulsion in the dorsal apterium located immediately anterior to the wing. The LPS water/oil 
emulsion consisted of LPS from E.coli (serotype 055:B5, Sigma) disolved in 0.9% sterile 
saline and emulsified in a 1:1 ratio with Freund's incomplete adjuvant. This treatment causes 
sickness symptoms lasting ~ 48h in other passerine species (Owen-Ashley and Wingfield 
2006b). Control birds received a similar injection but containing the vehicle (water/oil 
emulsion) only. We determined the experimental dose of LPS for tree swallows in a dose 
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response pilot study that included LPS doses of 0.1, 0.5, and 1 mg/kg of body mass. The 
intermediate dose (0.5 mg of LPS per kg of body mass) was selected for the experiment 
because it led to significant body mass loss without causing nest abandonment (M. G. 
Palacios, unpublished data). 
 
RESPONSE VARIABLES  
 Body mass and body condition – We calculated body condition of females as the 
residuals of the regression of body mass against head-bill length (Ardia 2005). This index of 
size-corrected body mass was strongly positively correlated to body mass of females in all 3 
captures in both years (all r > 0.97, all p < 0.0001) and gave virtually indistinguishable 
results to those of body mass when entered in statistical models. We therefore present only 
the statistical models using body mass. 
 Nest visitation rates - Nest visitation rates were determined by video recording 
parental activity at the nest for 60 minutes in the morning (between 7:00 and 12:00) (Winkler 
1991; Ardia 2005) and later viewing the tapes to quantify the number of visits per hour. 
During the nestling period, most parental visits to the nest are to provision food to nestlings; 
therefore, nest visitation rate provides a measure of parental care behavior in addition to 
being an index of locomotor activity. We report both female nest visitation rates (number of 
trips to the nest made by females in one hour) and total nest visitation rates (number of trips 
to the nest made by both parents in an hour). In 2007 females were not marked before the 
onset of the experiment and we were therefore unable to distinguish females from their mates 
in the pre-treatment recording (although we could in both post-treatment measures). In 2008 
we captured all females 10-18 days before the onset of the experiment and marked them with 
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wite-out© on the tail to clearly distinguish them from their mates in all video recordings. 
Because measures of pre-treatment nest visitation rate by females were only available in 
2008, and they did not explain significant variation in post-treatment nest visitation rates 
(data not shown), we did not include initial nest visitation rate as a covariate in any of the 
statistical models.  
 Corticosterone levels - We quantified corticosterone level in plasma from females (in 
both years) and nestlings (only in 2008) using a radioimmunoassay kit that has been 
validated for use in passerines (Washburn et al. 2002)  and which we have previously used in 
tree swallows (Palacios et al. 2007). Because not all blood samples could be collected within 
3 minutes of capture, we included the time between capture and bleeding (handling time) as a 
covariate in the statistical analyses of corticosterone levels.  
 Immunological parameters - We determined immunological parameters in tree 
swallows using ecoimmunology assays developed for use in avian species and requiring 
small volumes of plasma (~ 10 µl). We assessed the capacity of plasma to kill Escherichia 
coli following a previously described protocol (Matson et al. 2006). In this assay, the 
percentage of E. coli killed by plasma is calculated by comparing the number of bacterial 
colonies growing in agar plates after bacteria have been exposed to plasma to that when 
bacteria are just exposed to a saline solution (controls). We quantified the levels of lysozyme 
in plasma by exposing Micrococcus lysodeikticus to plasma and comparing the resultant 
bacterial lysis to that from a standard curve generated using known concentrations of chicken 
lysozyme (Millet et al. 2007). The level of natural antibodies and the ability of complement 
to lyse erythrocytes were determined using a hemagglutination-hemolysis assay (Matson et 
al. 2005), which we have previously used in tree swallows (Palacios et al. 2007; Palacios et 
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al. 2009). In this assay, the level of natural antibodies in plasma is estimated as the ability of 
plasma to agglutinate rabbit red blood cells while complement activity is estimated as the 
ability of plasma to lyse those red blood cells. The PHA skin test was performed following a 
protocol previously used in tree swallows (Ardia 2005). We report the skin swelling response 
to PHA as the difference between the average of three post- and  three pre-injection wing 
web thickness measures (Palacios et al. 2009). 
 Nestling growth - Nestlings were measured to assess growth when they were 3, 6, and 
12 days old. By day 12 tree swallow nestlings have already reached adult body mass 
(McCarty and Winkler 1999; McCarty 2001). We weighed each nestling to the nearest 0.01 g 
using a digital scale and measured their head-bill length and flat wing length to the nearest 
0.1 mm using calipers and a wing rule. The means for all nestlings in each nest were used for 
further analyses. We calculated the growth between days 3 and 6 for each variable (early 
growth) and between days 3 and 12 (total growth) as: final measure – initial measure. 
Because of the high correlation among all three nestling measures (change in mass, head-bill 
length, and wing length), we used a principal component analysis to extract the first principal 
component (PC1) for early and total growth and used these new growth variables for 
statistical analyses. Early growth PC1 and total growth PC1 explained 78.9% and 79.4% of 
the variation in nestling growth, respectively. In addition, we obtained the first PC for the 
three nestling measurements on day 3 (i.e., initial measurements PC1) to test as a covariate in 
the growth models. 
 Fitness-related parameters - We monitored the nests of all females during the 
nestling period to determine their reproductive success by quantifying the number of 
fledglings produced and fledging success, defined as the proportion of hatchlings that 
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survived to fledge. We estimated survival of females to the next breeding season using return 
rates of females to the breeding grounds, which is an index to survival in this highly 
philopatric species (Winkler et al. 2004).  
 Weather and insect data - Tree swallows and their nestlings are highly dependent on 
the availability of flying insects (their main food source during the breeding season), which 
in turn is highly dependent on weather. We therefore tested these factors as covariates in the 
models to control for their potential effects on female and nestling responses to the 
experiment. Availability of flying insects was estimated from samples collected daily during 
the breeding season by an aerial insect sampler located at our study site (McCarty and 
Winkler 1999). The number of insects in each sample was counted and used as an indicator 
of flying insect availability. Weather data (hourly and daily) were obtained from the Network 
for Environment and Weather Applications (NEWA) webpage for the weather station located 
at the Ithaca airport (Ithaca, Tompkins County, NY), which is within 5 km of the study area. 
Five daily weather variables - maximum, average, and minimum temperature (°C), total rain 
(mm), and average wind speed (km/h) for each study year for the month of June - were used 
as input variables in a principal components analysis. PC1 represented temperature (with 
positive values indicating higher minimum, average, and maximum temperatures) and 
explained 59% of the variation, while PC2 represented wind and rain (with positive values 
indicating higher wind speed and total rain) and explained 21% of the variation. For models 
of female variables (except nest visitation rates, see below), we included the average daily 
weather and insect availability experienced by the female on the day she was measured and 
on the previous day. For models of nestling variables, we included the average daily weather 
and insect availability experienced by the nestlings on the day they were measured and on the 
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2 previous days. For models of nest visitation rates, PCAs were performed on hourly weather 
data (temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed) and PC1 explained 55% of the 
variation (positive values indicate higher temperature and wind speed, while negative values 
indicate higher relative humidity), whereas PC2 explained 30% of the variation (positive 
values indicate higher temperature, while negative values indicate higher wind speeds). We 
used the weather experienced by females at the time and day their nests were being 
videotaped and the insect availability for the day of video recording, given that hourly insect 
data were not available.  
 
DATA ANALYSES 
 Female and nestling responses were fitted with general linear models (GLM) 
including the following factors: treatment (LPS, control), age (young, mid-age, old), and year 
(2007, 2008). Initial GLM models also included the following covariates that could 
potentially modulate female and nestling responses to the experimental treatment: date (when 
the experiment was started for each female), time of day (during which variables were 
measured or blood samples collected), brood size (number of nestlings in the nest), weather 
(first and second principal components), and insect availability. For female and nestling 
responses for which we had pre-treatment measurements, these initial values were also tested 
as covariates in the models. We included handling time as an additional covariate in the 
models for corticosterone levels. Final GLM models were obtained by sequential elimination 
of the least significant interactions and/or covariates. Factors were considered significant if α 
≤ 0.05, however, those showing 0.05 ≤ α ≤ 0.1 were retained in the models to reduce the 
probability of type II error given the limited sample sizes. Because we were specifically 
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testing for a differential response to LPS challenge by females of different ages, the 
interaction term between experimental treatment and age group was retained in all statistical 
models. Residual plots were visually inspected for signs of non-normality, and variables were 
Ln-transformed when necessary. Female survival and fledging success were analyzed using 
logistic regression models with binomial distribution and logit link functions, while the 
number of nestlings fledged (count data) was modeled with a poisson distribution and log 
link function. Sample sizes differ among analyses within a given year because not all data 
were available for each female. All statistical analyses were performed using SAS.  
 
Results 
 None of the variables measured in females (mass, headbill length, immune 
parameters, stress-related parameters, clutch size, brood size) or their offspring (mass, 
headbill length, wing length) before the administration of the treatment injections differed 
significantly between control and LPS groups in either year of the study (ANCOVA models 
for initial measurements, effect of treatment, all p > 0.05), indicating that the groups did not 
differ before the onset of the experiment. Surprisingly, while females in 2007 showed the 
immunosenescent pattern in PHA response previously described in this population 
(ANCOVA model, age: F2,22 = 4.98, P = 0.017; treatment: F1,22 = 0.07, P = 0.788, treatment x 
age: F2,22 = 1.90, P = 0.174), females in 2008 did not (ANCOVA model, age: F2,23 = 2.3, P = 
0.123; treatment: F1,23 = 1.44, P = 0.242, treatment x age: F1,23 = 0.22, P = 0.646). In fact, the 
PHA response declined with female age in 2007 as expected, whereas it actually tended to 
increase with age in 2008 (Figure 1). This year effect provided the unique opportunity to test 
our hypothesis in years where we would expect contrasting experimental outcomes given the 
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presence (2007) or absence (2008) of immunosenescence in our study population. Given this 
critical difference in the age-related immune pattern of females between years, and because 
statistical models showed significant year effect (or interaction) for most response variables 
(Tables S1a,b  in supporting information), we present separately the analyses and results of 
the experiment for each year of the study. 
 
Results 2007 – Year showing immunosenescence 
 The effect of LPS challenge on body mass of females depended on female age, as 
indicated by the significant treatment x age interaction (Table 1). As predicted, old females 
injected with LPS showed the lowest body mass 24 hours after the injection compared to 
their controls, while body mass of young females did not vary with treatment, and that of 
mid-age birds showed an intermediate response (Fig 2a). Similarly, the effect of LPS 
challenge on nest visitation rate by females also depended on female age (Table 1). While 
young LPS females tended to visit the nest more frequently and mid-age LPS females did not 
differ in their behavior, old LPS females made significantly fewer trips to the nest compared 
to their respective controls (Fig. 2b). This same pattern was observed for total nest visitation 
rate - i.e., both by male and female parents - indicating that males did not sufficiently 
compensate for their partners’ responses (Table 1, Fig. 2c). 
 Corticosterone level 24h after the injections did not differ signicantly between LPS 
and control females of any age group (Table 1, Fig. 3a), as was the case for natural antibodies 
and complement-mediated lysis titers (Table 1, Fig.3b,c). On the other hand, LPS challenge 
resulted in higher bacterial killing capacity (Table1, Fig. 3d) and levels of lysozyme in 
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plasma (Table 1, Fig. 3e) of females compared to their controls, but this effect was 
independent of female age.  
 One week after the injections (capture 3), the experimental effects described above 
were no longer detectable, except for that of bacterial killing capacity, which remained 
elevated in LPS compared to control females irrespective of their age (Table S2  in 
supporting information).  
 LPS challenge of females also affected their offspring. Offspring of LPS females 
tended to grow slower than those of control females between days 3 and 6 of the nestling 
stage (i.e., early growth), and although the treatment x age interaction was not significant 
(Table 2), this effect appeared most pronounced for old females, as predicted (Fig. 4a). These 
differences in growth were not detected when analyzing nestling growth between days 3 and 
12 (i.e., total growth) (Table 2, Fig. 4b). However, offspring of LPS females tended to have 
lower bacterial killing capacity at 12 days of age compared to those of control females 
irrespective of female age (Table 2, Fig. 4c). No significant effects of LPS challenge were 
detected on female reproductive success or on female survival to the next breeding season 
(Table 3, Table 4).  
 
Results 2008 – Year not showing immunosenescence 
 The effect of LPS challenge on body mass of females also tended to vary with female 
age in 2008 (Fig. 2d), but the treatment x age interaction was not significant (Table 1). While 
body mass of young females did not vary with treatment (as in 2007), both mid-age and old 
females treated with LPS showed similar responses, providing no evidence of  the predicted 
higher impact of treatment on the oldest females (contrary to 2007). Interestingly, the effect 
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of LPS challenge on nest visitation rate was actually reversed for young and old females 
from that observed the previous year (Fig. 2e, Table 1): in 2008, old LPS females made 
more, and young LPS females made fewer visits to the nest compared to their controls. Total 
nest visitation rate did not vary significantly with treatment, but there was a trend towards 
lower visitation rates in nests of young females (Table 1, Fig. 2f). Further exploration of 
these data showed that in 2008 six females were probably raising their broods alone (i.e., 
males did not feed nestlings during any of the three 60 min video recordings), something that 
was not seen in 2007. Three of these females were young (2 control, 1 LPS), two mid-age (1 
control, 1 LPS), and one old (LPS). We assessed the impact of these “single mothers” on the 
observed patterns by removing them from the analyses (Table S3 in supporting information). 
While the difference in female nest visitation rate between old LPS females and their controls 
remained relatively unchanged, the difference between young LPS females and their controls 
was considerably reduced by the removal of “single mothers” (difference before removal =  
8.6 trips/hour, after removal = 3.3 trips/hour), making the interaction term between treatment 
and age only marginally significant (Table S3). In the case of total nest visitation rate, 
removal of the “single mothers” resulted in a marginally significant treatment x age 
interaction (Table S3), with nests of old LPS females tending to have higher total nest 
visitation rate than all other groups (data not shown).  
 Contrary to the lack of pattern in 2007, corticosterone level of females showed a 
significant treatment x age interaction in 2008 (Table 1), with young and mid-age LPS 
females tending to  have elevated levels compared to controls whereas old females showed 
the opposite trend (Fig. 3f). This pattern, as well as those for all other female and nestling 
responses (except for nest visitation rates described above), was not changed by removal of 
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the “single mothers” from the models (Table S3). Similarly to 2007, LPS challenge had no 
effect on the levels of natural antibodies and complement-mediated lysis (Table 1, Fig. 3g,h). 
The level of natural antibodies, however, were lower in young females compared to mid-age 
and old ones (Table 1, Fig. 3g), a pattern not observed in 2007. While LPS females in 2007 
had higher bacterial killing capacity than controls regardless of their age, this trend did not 
reach significance in 2008 (Table 1, Fig. 3i).  
 One week after the injections (capture 3), most experimental effects described above 
were no longer detectable (Table S2). One exception was female body mass, which showed a 
significant treatment x age interaction (Table S2), with both young and old LPS females now 
weighing more than their controls, while the mass of mid-age females did not vary between 
treatment groups (data not shown).  
 Offspring of LPS females tended to grow slower than those of control females 
between days 3 and 6 of the nestling stage, however the trend was weaker in 2008 compared 
to 2007 (Table 2, Fig. 4d). When analyzing growth between days 3 and 12, there were 
significant effects of both treatment and female age (Table 2, Fig. 4e); offspring of LPS 
females tended to grow slower than those of controls (irrespective of maternal age) and 
offspring of young females grew less than those of mid-age and old females (irrespective of 
treatment). Bacterial killing capacity of nestlings showed a significant treatment x age 
interaction (Table 2), with offspring of both mid-age and old LPS females showing lower 
levels than controls (as seen in 2007), but those of young LPS females having the opposite 
trend (Fig. 4f). In addition, offspring of LPS females tended to have higher corticosterone 
levels than those of control females irrespective of female age (Table 2, Fig. 4g). 
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 Number of nestlings fledged was significantly affected by both LPS treatment and 
age group, with a trend towards an interaction between these factors: young LPS females 
fledged fewer young than all the other groups (Table 3, Table 4). Fledging success was not 
affected by LPS challenge, but unlike the results in 2007, it was significantly lower for young 
females than for mid-age and old females (Table 3, Table 4). Female survival to the next 
breeding season did not vary with treatment, age, or their interaction as seen in 2007 (Table 
3, Table 4), but tended to be higher overall in 2008 than 2007 (2007 mean ± sd: 0.37 ± 0.09, 
2008: 0.59 ± 0.14; Χ2 = 2.8, P = 0.09). 
 
Discussion 
 The costs of immunosenescence to old individuals are well documented in humans 
and laboratory models, but are poorly understood in wild animals. The results of our 
experimental study in 2007 provide the first evidence of the nature of such costs in a free-
living animal: old, immunosenescent tree swallows facing a simulated bacterial infection lost 
more body mass and reduced their nest visitation rate more than similarly challenged mid-
age and young swallows, supporting our prediction that old, immunosenescent individuals 
would show exaggerated sickness behaviors, as observed in laboratory mice (Godbout et al. 
2005; Huang et al. 2008). As a result, offspring of those old females tended to grow more 
slowly than those of similarly challenged mid-age and younger females. Importantly, these 
higher costs to old females were not detected in 2008, when females in our study population 
did not show the decline in cellular immune response to PHA, suggesting that it is indeed the 
immunosenescent phenotype that contributes to the higher costs among old individuals, and 
not old age per se. In the following sections, we first discuss our results for 2007, when 
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immunosenescence was present, and then our results for 2008, when females did not show 
the immunosenescence pattern, presenting a possible explanation for the discrepancy 
between years.  
 
CONSEQUENCES OF IMMUNOSENESCENCE IN TREE SWALLOWS 
 Loss of body mass is a hallmark of the acute phase response to infection that has been 
documented extensively in laboratory mammals and chickens, and more recently, in studies 
of captive (Bonneaud et al. 2003; Bertrand et al. 2006; Owen-Ashley et al. 2006) and free-
living (Owen-Ashley and Wingfield 2006b) passerine birds (reviewed by Owen-Ashley and 
Wingfield 2006a). Here we show that free-living tree swallows also lose body mass as a 
sickness response to LPS challenge, but most importantly, we show that the magnitude of 
this body mass loss can be age-dependent. Our results suggest that the larger loss of body 
mass of old tree swallows compared to young and mid-age individuals likely results from a 
stronger and/or more prolonged anorexia and adipsia (sickness behaviors) characteristic of 
immunosenescent individuals, as has been demonstrated in old laboratory mice (Godbout et 
al. 2005; Huang et al. 2008). 
 Reduced locomotor activity and depressed social behaviors are also characteristic of 
the acute phase response to LPS in mammals and chickens and have recently been 
documented in passerines as well (Bonneaud et al. 2003; Lee et al. 2005; Owen-Ashley et al. 
2006; Owen-Ashley and Wingfield 2006b; reviewed by Owen-Ashley and Wingfield 2006a).  
For example, female house sparrows Passer domesticus challenged with LPS are more likely 
to desert their nests or reduce their provisioning rate to nestlings compared to control females 
(Bonneaud et al. 2003). In our study, we also found that free-living female tree swallows 
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challenged with LPS while rearing nestlings altered their nest visitation rate. As in the case of 
body mass loss, however, we show for the first time that this response can be age-dependent. 
The larger reduction in nest visitation rate by old, immunosenescent tree swallows is 
consistent with a more suppressed locomotor activity and/or social behavior, similar to those 
demonstrated in old, immunosenescent laboratory mice (Godbout et al. 2005; Huang et al. 
2008).  
 Despite these more extreme sickness responses in old LPS females, this did not 
clearly translate into higher fitness-related costs, as we had predicted. Nestlings of all LPS 
females tended to show reduced growth compared to controls, and while visual inspection of 
the data suggested a trend towards poorer growth of nestlings of old LPS females (Fig. 4a), 
this trend was not statistically significant. However, given that we were testing for an 
interaction between treatment and age as an indirect effect on nestlings of a treatment 
performed on their mothers and that the sample sizes were limited (resulting in low statistical 
power), we consider that the observed trend in the predicted direction could have biological 
significance and therefore should not be completely disregarded. On the other hand, there no 
evidence of an effect of LPS on fledging success or survival of females. This dearth of clear 
fitness costs associated with the LPS challenge can be attributed to several factors. First is the 
moderate dose of LPS we used (0.5 mg/kg). Given that we were interested in monitoring 
sickness behavior and physiological responses of females, we selected a dose of LPS that 
would not cause nest abandonment (our pilot study showed nest abandonment by some 
females that received 1 mg/kg of LPS – M.G. Palacios unpublished data). Had we used this 
higher dose of LPS for our experiment, we might have found that older females were more 
likely to abandon their broods than younger females, but this remains to be tested. Another 
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factor might be that the negative effects of LPS challenge are of relatively short duration and 
likely less costly than those of real pathogens. Given that LPS is a non-replicating component 
of bacteria, it can be cleared faster by the immune system than real pathogens (e.g., 
replicating bacteria), with sickness symptoms lasting only 24-48h. Furthermore, real 
pathogens, in addition to activating the immune system, also utilize host resources for 
nutrition and can cause tissue damage to the host. Therefore, it is likely that a real infection, 
with its exacerbated costs in comparison to LPS challenge, would result in higher fitness 
costs to old, immunosenescent tree swallow females than did our simulated infection. 
 Another important component of the acute phase response to pathogens is the 
elevation of antimicrobial defenses that enhance the probability of overcoming the infection 
(Dantzer 2001). Increases in acute phase proteins, lysozyme levels, and bactericidal capacity 
in response to LPS challenge have all been documented in mammals and chickens (reviewed 
by Owen-Ashley and Wingfield 2006a), but to our knowledge, our study is the first to show 
these antimicrobial responses in free-living birds. We found that tree swallows challenged 
with LPS showed enhanced bacterial killing capacity of plasma and elevated levels of the 
antibacterial protein lysozyme, important aspects of innate immunity constituting the first 
line of defense against invading pathogens. The effect of LPS on these immune components 
was, however, independent of female age, consistent with previous findings indicating that 
tree swallows in this population do not show age-related changes in innate immunity, at least 
in the components measured so far (Palacios et al. 2007). The latter result implies that older, 
immunosenescent tree swallows mounted similar innate immune responses to LPS challenge 
to those of mid-age and young individuals, but they did so at the cost of a larger body mass 
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loss and larger depression of behavior; suggesting these responses immune responses were 
therefore more costly to older, immunosenescent females.   
 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN STUDY YEARS 
 Results in 2008 differed radically from those in 2007; old individuals did not suffer 
greater costs of immune defense than did young and mid-age individuals. This lack of higher 
costs to older individuals is indeed what we would predict (based on our hypothesis of the 
costs of immunosenescence) in the absence of immunosenescence, which is the pattern that 
we observed in tree swallow females sampled in 2008. In contrast to the immunosenescence 
pattern described initially in this population in 2003 (Haussmann et al. 2005) and 
subsequently documented in 2005 (Palacios et al. 2007) and 2007 (this study), the response 
to PHA in 2008 tended to be higher in older rather than in younger females. What could have 
caused this discrepancy between years?  
 A difference between the two years of study was apparent in the pattern of nest 
failure during incubation (i.e., egg failure) in the population, which took place before the 
onset of our experiments but after we had chosen the individuals that would become part of 
it. While in 2007 only 9% (23/265) of females failed during incubation, in 2008 the 
percentage was higher, %19 (39/202). For the subset of these females that could be 
unambiguosly classified into the three age categories the number of incubation failures for 
young, mid-age, and old females in 2007 was 7, 1, and 0, while for 2008 it was 28, 13, and 
14, respectively. In addition, while in 2007 incubation failures were spread during several 
weeks, most failures in 2008 occurred within a few days early in the season, due to egg 
neglect by females as a result of several consecutive days of cold and rainy weather. Because 
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selection of females to become part of the experiment (see criteria used in methods) was 
done during the incubation period in both years, the different pattern of nest failure during 
incubation resulted in a potentially different sample of females entering our experiment each 
year. In 2007, none of the 42 females that we had selected to be part of the experiment failed 
before the onset of the experiment, while in 2008 seven of the 45 selected females failed 
during incubation and could therefore not become part of the experiment. Of these seven 
females two were young, two were mid-age, and three were old. This truncation of our 2008 
sample due to incubation failure probably biased our 2008 sample towards higher quality 
females, compared to the 2007 sample. Interestingly, comparison of our 2007 and 2008 
initial measurements (capture 1) shows that differences between years occurred exclusively 
within the old age sample. Old females in our experimental sample for 2008, not only did not 
show immunosenescence (Fig.1), but they also tended to have higher initial body mass (~ 
9%) and lower levels of basal corticosterone (~ 65%) than those in 2007, suggesting that they 
were of better quality and/or in better condition, while mid-age and young females did not 
differ between years in either body mass or corticosterone levels (Fig. 5).  
 To test whether these differences in female quality could have driven the disparate 
patterns between years, we attempted to mimic the results for female body mass in 2008 (Fig. 
2d) by removing the lower quality (i.e., smaller initial body mass) old females from the 2007 
dataset, therefore biasing the data towards higher quality old females. Limiting the analysis 
to the higher quality old females (from both LPS and control groups) reduced the difference 
in body mass between LPS and control females, making the response of old females 
resemble that of mid-age females (as observed in 2008). On the other hand, removal of 
higher quality (i.e., larger initial body mass) old females in 2007, which biases the data 
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towards lower quality old females, increased the difference in body mass between LPS and 
control females, as predicted, making the difference between old and mid-age groups even 
more pronounced. Although we cannot know for sure the cause of the discrepancy between 
years, these analyses are consistent with the suggestion that in 2008 the sample of old 
females was biased towards better quality old individuals that did not suffer reduced immune 
function compared to younger ones, and therefore, did not show increased costs compared to 
younger birds when challenged with LPS.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 Our study contributes to the understanding of immunosenescence in the wild by 
providing the first evidence of costs associated with the immunosenescent phenotype in free-
living animals. As observed in laboratory rodents, immunosenescence is associated with an 
exaggerated sickness response to infection in free-living tree swallows. If infection occurs 
during a critical stage of the life cycle (e.g., reproduction, migration, etc.), this exaggerated 
sickness response is likely to interfere with important activities (e.g., feeding offspring, 
sustained flight, etc.), leading to fitness costs. These results have direct implications for 
disease ecology in the face of emerging wildlife diseases such as west-nile virus and avian 
influenza. Our study also highlights the fact that old age does not necessarily imply 
immunosenescence even in populations where the pattern can be detected; some individuals 
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Table 1. General linear models of female response variables 24h after experimental injections  
 in tree swallows.  
 
 
Note: Plus (+) or minus (-) signs depicted next to each covariate indicate a positive or a 
negative effect of the covariate on the dependent variable, respectively. 
                                            2007                                                                                     2008 
Effect F df P  Effect F df P 
Body mass   Body mass    
    Initial mass + 124.2 1,32 <.0001      Initial mass + 35.72 1,24 <.0001 
    Bill-head + 4.06 1,32 0.052      Bill-head + 2.82 1,24 0.106 
    Time of day + 4.00 1,32 0.054      Time of day + 14.64 1,24 0.001 
    Treatment 9.46 1,32 0.004      Treatment 5.11 1,24 0.033 
    Age 3.91 2,32 0.030      Age 7.55 2,24 0.003 
    Treatment x Age 5.04 2,32 0.012      Treatment x Age 1.65 2,24 0.212 
Fem. nest visitation   Fem. nest visitation    
    Initial condition + 4.73 1,29 0.037      Treatment 1.45 1,29 0.239 
    Insects - 3.21 1,29 0.083      Age 0.41 2,29 0.667 
    Treatment 5.09 1,29 0.031      Treatment x Age 3.77 2,29 0.035 
    Age 3.12 2,29 0.059      
    Treatment x Age 9.00 2,29 0.0009  
 
   
Total nest visitation   Total nest visitation    
    Weather PC2 + 3.26 1,31 0.081      Weather PC2 + 4.52 1,28 0.043 
    Treatment 1.42 1,31 0.242      Treatment 0.23 1,28 0.638 
    Age 2.65 2,31 0.086      Age 2.2 2,28 0.130 
    Treatment x Age 5.60 2,31 0.008      Treatment x Age 1.72 2,28 0.197 
Corticosterone (Ln)     Corticosterone (Ln)    
    Date - 11.34 1,34 0.002      Resid. initial cort. -  6.76 1,26 0.015 
    Treatment 0.46 1,34 0.500      Treatment 1.96 1,26 0.173 
    Age 0.39 2,34 0.683      Age 3.87 2,26 0.034 
    Treatment x Age 0.11 2,34 0.894      Treatment x Age 3.43 2,26 0.048 
Natural antibodies   Natural antibodies    
    Initial nat. antib. + 8.07 1,27 0.008      Initial nat. antib. + 24.61 1,26 <.0001 
    Insects + 7.03 1,27 0.013       Date  + 16.51 1,26 0.0004 
    Treatment 0.71 1,27 0.407      Treatment 0.27 1,26 0.605 
    Age 1.76 2,27 0.190      Age 6.19 2,26 0.006 
    Treatment x Age 0.77 2,27 0.475      Treatment x Age 0.97 2,26 0.393 
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Table 1. (continued) 
 
 
                                             2007                                               2008 
Effect F df P  Effect F df P 
Lysis   Lysis    
    Initial lysis + 5.75 1,28 0.024      Initial lysis + 5.69 1,26 0.025 
    Treatment 2.18 1,28 0.151      Brood  size + 4.69 1,26 0.040 
    Age 0.78 2,28 0.469      Treatment 0.84 1,26 0.367 
    Treatment x Age 0.93 2,28 0.406      Age 0.03 2,26 0.967 
      Treatment x Age 1.32 2,26 0.285 
Bacterial killing   Bacterial killing    
    Treatment 7.11 1,34 0.012      Treatment 2.58 1,28 0.120 
    Age 0.55 2,34 0.582      Age 0.52 2,28 0.603 
    Treatment x Age 0.6 2,34 0.553      Treatment x Age 0.4 2,28 0.677 
Lysozyme       
    Initial lysozyme + 4.65 1,32 0.039      
    Treatment 4.54 1,32 0.041      
    Age 1.39 2,32 0.264      
    Treatment x Age 0.02 2,32 0.978      
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Table 2. General linear models of nestling response variables in tree swallows.  
 
2007  2008 
Effect F  df P  Effect F df P 
Early growth PC1   Early growth PC1    
    Insects + 25.03 1,25 <.0001      Weather PC1 + 4.64 1,28 0.040 
    Weather PC1 + 6.60 1,25 0.017      Weather PC2 - 5.79 1,28 0.023 
    Treatment 3.67 1,25 0.067      Treatment 2.55 1,28 0.122 
    Age 2.45 2,25 0.107      Age 2.63 2,28 0.090 
    Treatment x Age 0.55 2,25 0.583      Treatment x Age 0.12 2,28 0.889 
Total growth PC1   Total growth PC1    
    Date + 6.69 1,23 0.017      Weather PC1 + 4.60 1,25 0.042 
    Time of day + 3.63 1,23 0.069      Insects - 3.04 1,25 0.094 
    Treatment 0.59 1,23 0.451      Treatment 4.10 1,25 0.054 
    Age 1.67 2,23 0.210      Age 5.58 2,25 0.010 
    Treatment x Age 0.46 2,23 0.634      Treatment x Age 0.41 2,25 0.669 
Bacterial killing   Bacterial killing    
    Treatment 4.19 1,28 0.050      Treatment 0.06 1,26 0.808 
    Age 1.54 2,28 0.233      Age 1.41 2,26 0.261 
    Treatment x Age 0.13 2,28 0.876      Treatment x Age 3.70 2,26 0.039 
  Corticosterone (Ln)    
      Ln Handling time + 10.14 1,24 0.004 
      Brood size - 12.11 1,24 0.002 
      Date + 5.05 1,24 0.034 
      Treatment 3.61 1,24 0.069 
      Age 0.87 2,24 0.432 
      Treatment x Age 0.37 2,24 0.694 
 
Note: Plus (+) or minus (-) signs depicted next to each covariate indicate a positive or a 
negative effect on the dependent variable, respectively. 
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 Table 3. Generalized linear models for fitness-related variables of female tree swallows.  
 
2007 2008 
Effect F df P Effect F df P 
Number of fledglings  Number of fledglings   
    Date + 4.43 1,35 0.043     Date + 6.54 1,33 0.015 
    Treatment 1.80 1,35 0.188     Treatment 4.95 1,33 0.033 
    Age 0.25 2,35 0.778     Age 4.16 2,33 0.025 
    Treatment x Age 0.75 2,35 0.478     Treatment x Age 2.27 2,33 0.119 
Fledging success  Fledging success 
    Date + 3.59 1,35 0.067     Date + 13.05 1,33 0.001 
    Treatment 2.35 1,35 0.134     Treatment 2.53 1,33 0.121 
    Age 1.37 2,35 0.268     Age 4.64 2,33 0.017 
    Treatment x Age 0.88 2,35 0.422     Treatment x Age 1.08 2,33 0.351 
Effect  Χ2 df P Effect Χ 2 df P 
Female survival  Female survival  




    Treatment 1.67 1 0.196 
 
    Treatment 0.88 1 0.349 
    Age 2.64 2 0.268 
 
    Age 0.66 2 0.718 
    Treatment x Age 0.27 2 0.875 
 
    Treatment x Age 0.48 2 0.785 
 
Note: Plus (+) or minus (-) signs depicted next to each covariate indicate a positive or a 





Table 4. Summary of fitness related variables for each age by experimental treatment 
combination in tree swallows. Depicted data are the sample sizes, which are common to all 







   Control      LPS 
 
  Control      LPS 
Sample sizes Young        9        9 
 
       4        5 
 
Mid-age        5        5 
 
      10        9 
 
Old        7        7 
 
       4        4 
       Number fledglings Young 3.11 ± 0.68 3.78 ± 0.57 
 
2.50 ± 1.19 0.40 ± 0.40 
 
Mid-age 2.60 ± 0.12 4.80 ± 0.37 
 
4.50 ± 0.34 3.89 ± 0.75 
 
Old 3.86 ± 0.77 3.57 ± 1.00 
 
5.00 ± 0.58 5.25 ± 1.11 
       Fledging success Young 0.60 ± 0.13 0.78 ± 0.11 
 
0.55 ± 0.26 0.10 ± 0.10 
 
Mid-age 0.60 ± 0.24 0.93 ± 0.05 
 
0.88 ± 0.05 0.81 ± 0.13 
 
Old 0.69 ± 0.13 0.60 ± 0.16 
 
1.00 ± 0.00 0.92 ± 0.08 
 
      Female survival Young     0.33     0.44 
 
    0.75     0.40 
 
Mid-age     0.20     0.40 
 
    0.60     0.56 
 
Old     0.43     0.43 
 
    0.75     0.50 
 
Fledging success: number of fledglings / number of hatchlings 





Table S1a. General linear models for female response variables 24h after the experimental 
injections showing the year effects.  
 
Effect F  df P Effect F  df P 
Body mass  Bacterial killing  
    Initial mass + 162.14 1,61 <.0001     Initial bact. killing + 4.03 1,58 0.050 
    Time of day + 13.67 1,61 0.0005     Weather PC1+ 11.77 1,58 0.001 
    Bill-head + 6.20 1,61 0.016     Year 9.63 1,58 0.003 
    Year 2.79 1,61 0.100     Treatment 7.51 1,58 0.008 
    Treatment 15.00 1,61 0.0003     Age 2.09 2,58 0.133 
    Age 1.14 2,61 0.326     Year x Treatment 0.15 1,58 0.704 
    Year x Treatment 0.42 1,61 0.520     Year x Age 0.37 2,58 0.691 
    Year x Age 9.96 2,61 0.0002     Treatment x Age 0.41 2,58 0.663 
    Treatment x Age 7.08 2,61 0.002     Year x Treat. x Age 1.67 2,58 0.198 
    Year x Treat. x Age 0.99 2,59 0.379 Natural antibodies  
Fem nest visitation       Initial nat. antib. + 25.98 1,55 <.0001 
    Year 0.00 1,60 0.987     Date + 14.55 1,55 0.0003 
    Treatment 4.21 1,60 0.045     Year 0.01 1,55 0.921 
    Age 0.08 2,60 0.924     Treatment 1.04 1,55 0.312 
    Year x Treatment 0.00 1,60 0.949     Age 4.74 1,55 0.013 
    Year x Age 1.66 2,60 0.198     Year x Treatment 2.07 2,55 0.156 
    Treatment x Age 0.59 2,60 0.558     Year x Age 2.15 2,55 0.127 
    Year x Treat. x Age 8.68 2,60 0.001     Treatment x Age 0.86 2,55 0.429 
Total nest visitation       Year x Treat. x Age 1.14 2,55 0.326 
    Weather PC2 + 7.98 1,60 0.006 Lysis  
    Year 0.00 1,60 0.995     Initial lysis + 13.86 1,55 0.001 
    Treatment 1.16 1,60 0.286     Brood size + 5.33 1,55 0.025 
    Age 0.09 2,60 0.770     Year 9.09 1,55 0.004 
    Year x Treatment 0.74 1,60 0.480     Treatment 2.89 1,55 0.095 
    Year x Age 4.30 2,60 0.018     Age 1.23 2,55 0.301 
    Treatment x Age 0.25 2,60 0.780     Year x Treatment 0.54 1,55 0.467 
    Year x Treat. x Age 5.09 2,60 0.009     Year x Age 1.01 2,55 0.370 
Corticosterone (Ln)      Treatment x Age 0.38 2,55 0.684 
    Date - 7.43 1,61 0.008     Year x Treat. x Age 1.81 2,55 0.173 
    Year 6.24 1,61 0.015  
    Treatment 2.61 1,61 0.112  
  
    Age 2.43 2,61 0.096  
  
    Year x Treatment 0.80 1,61 0.376  
  
    Year x Age 1.89 2,61 0.160  
  
    Treatment x Age 2.58 2,61 0.084  
  




Note: Plus (+) or minus (-) signs depicted next to each covariate indicate a positive or a 
negative effect on the dependent variable, respectively.
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Note: Plus (+) or minus (-) signs depicted next to each covariate indicate a positive or a 
negative effect on the dependent variable, respectively. 
Effect F  df P 
Early growth PC1  
    Initial measures PC1 + 5.00 1,55 0.029 
    Weather PC1+ 22.28 1,55 <.0001 
    Year 2.18 1,55 0.145 
    Treatment 4.92 1,55 0.031 
    Age 0.36 2,55 0.699 
    Year x Treatment 0.18 1,55 0.676 
    Year x Age 6.30 2,55 0.004 
    Treatment x Age 0.72 2,55 0.492 
    Year x Treat. x Age 0.29 2,55 0.750 
Total growth PC1  
    Weather PC1 + 3.33 1,51 0.074 
    Year 0.66 1,51 0.420 
    Treatment 3.76 1,51 0.058 
    Age 0.54 2,51 0.583 
    Year x Treatment 0.41 1,51 0.523 
    Year x Age 9.40 2,51 <.0001 
    Treatment x Age 1.15 2,51 0.324 
    Year x Treat. x Age 0.45 2,51 0.641 
Bacterial killing  
    Year 36.9 1,54 <.0001 
    Treatment 2.11 1,54 0.152 
    Age 2.82 2,54 0.069 
    Year x Treatment 1.12 1,54 0.294 
    Year x Age 0.50 2,54 0.609 
    Treatment x Age 2.55 2,54 0.087 
    Year x Treat. x Age 2.37 2,54 0.103 
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Table S2.  General linear models of female response variables measured one week after the 
experimental injections.  
 
 
2007  2008 
Effect F  df P  Effect F  df P 
Body mass   Body mass    
    Initial mass + 10.94 1,29 0.003      Initial mass + 32.51 1,23 <.0001 
    Insects + 6.97 1,29 0.013      Insects + 17.46 1,23 0.0004 
    Treatment 2.76 1,29 0.108      Time of day - 6.76 1,23 0.016 
    Age 2.26 2,29 0.123      Treatment 7.34 1,23 0.013 
    Treatment x Age 0.92 2,29 0.410      Age 1.17 2,23 0.329 
Fem. nest visitation        Treatment x Age 3.46 2,23 0.049 
    Body mass - 5.35 1,24 0.030 
 Fem. nest visitation    
    Time of day + 5.49 1,24 0.028      Brood size + 3.53 1,26 0.072 
    Weather PC1+ 9.57 1,24 0.005      Weather PC1+ 5.76 1,26 0.024 
    Treatment 0.00 1,24 0.948      Treatment 0.59 1,26 0.449 
    Age 0.04 2,24 0.959      Age 1.18 2,26 0.322 
    Treatment x Age 1.56 2,24 0.230      Treatment x Age 1.71 2,26 0.201 
Total nest visitation   Total nest visitation    
    Brood size + 9.12 1,28 0.005      Brood size + 7.60 1,27 0.010 
    Treatment 0.58 1,28 0.451      Treatment 0.60 1,27 0.445 
    Age 2.90 2,28 0.072      Age 3.31 2,27 0.052 
    Treatment x Age 0.29 2,28 0.747      Treatment x Age 0.46 2,27 0.636 
Corticosterone (Ln)   Corticosterone (Ln)    
    Body mass +
 
4.66 1,30 0.039      Treatment 1.01 1,26 0.323 
    Treatment 0.11 1,30 0.748      Age 0.92 2,26 0.412 
    Age 0.54 2,30 0.590      Treatment x Age 0.87 2,26 0.431 
    Treatment x Age 1.91 2,30 0.165 
 Bacterial killing    
Bacterial killing       Initial bact. kill. + 6.94 1,24 0.015 
    Body mass + 4.10 1,29 0.052      Treatment 2.16 1,24 0.154 
    Insects 6.72 1,29 0.015      Age 1.08 2,24 0.354 
    Treatment 4.50 1,29 0.043      Treatment x Age 0.10 2,24 0.907 
    Age 0.13 2,29 0.877      
    Treatment x Age 1.23 2,29 0.307 
  
   
Lysozyme       
    Initial lysozyme + 5.11 1,23 0.034      
    Treatment 0.75 1,23 0.395      
    Age 1.38 2,23 0.271      
    Treatment x Age 1.89 2,23 0.174 
 
    
Natural antibodies   Natural antibodies    
    Treatment 0.25 1,25 0.621      Initial nat. antib. + 22.69 1,24 <.0001 
    Age 0.28 2,25 0.757      Treatment 0.41 1,24 0.530 
    Treatment x Age 0.16 2,25 0.850      Age 0.80 2,24 0.459 
 
     Treatment x Age 0.16 2,24 0.856 
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Table S2 (continued) 
 
 
2007  2008 
Effect F  df  P  Effect F  df  P 
Lysis   Lysis    
    Weather PC1 + 4.71 1,24 0.040 
 
    Treatment 1.28 1,25 0.268 
    Treatment 3.93 1,24 0.059      Age 0.91 1,25 0.415 
    Age 1.61 2,24 0.221      Treatment x Age 0.31 1,25 0.736 
    Treatment x Age 0.86 2,24 0.438      
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Table S3 . General linear models of female (left) and nestling (right) response variables 24h 
after experimental injections for 2008 after removal of the “single mothers”. 
 
Female responses  Nestling responses 
Effect F  df P  Effect F  df P 
Body mass   Early growth PC1    
    Initial mass + 47.25 1,18 <.0001      Weather PC1 + 8.90 1,22 0.007 
    Bill-head + 4.36 1,18 0.051      Weather PC2 - 3.74 1,22 0.066 
    Time of day + 16.64 1,18 0.001      Treatment 2.04 1,22 0.167 
    Treatment 7.46 1,18 0.014      Age 1.27 2,22 0.300 
    Age 7.01 2,18 0.006      Treatment x Age 0.17 2,22 0.847 
    Treatment x Age 0.51 2,18 0.609 
 Total growth PC1    
Fem. nest visitation        Weather PC1+ 7.83 1,21 0.011 
    Treatment 0.03 1,23 0.866      Insects + 4.21 1,21 0.053 
    Age 2.20 2,23 0.133      Treatment 5.43 1,21 0.030 
    Treatment x Age 3.02 2,23 0.068      Age 13.28 2,21 0.0002 
Total nest visitation  
  
     Treatment x Age 2.21 2,21 0.135 
    Weather PC2 + 3.72 1,22 0.067 
 Bacterial killing    
    Treatment 0.32 1,22 0.579 
 
    Treatment 0.00 1,23 0.945 
    Age 3.58 2,22 0.045      Age 1.67 2,23 0.210 
    Treatment x Age 2.73 2,22 0.087      Treatment x Age 3.22 2,23 0.058 
Corticosterone (Ln)   Corticosterone (Ln)    
    Resid. initial cort. - 2.60 1,20 0.123 
 
    log Handling time + 8.36 1,20 0.009 
    Treatment 0.72 1,20 0.408      Brood size + 11.34 1,20 0.003 
    Age 1.73 2,20 0.202      Julian date + 3.36 1,20 0.082 
    Treatment x Age 4.08 2,20 0.033      Treatment 3.09 1,20 0.094 
Bacterial killing       Age 1.54 2,20 0.240 
    Treatment 1.66 1,22 0.211      Treatment x Age 0.01 2,20 0.993 
    Age 0.26 2,22 0.775      
    Treatment x Age 0.81 2,22 0.459      
Natural antibodies       
    Initial nat. antib. + 13.36 1,20 0.002      
    Date 16.49 1,20 0.001      
    Treatment 0.02 1,20 0.884      
    Age 5.49 2,20 0.013      
    Treatment x Age 0.62 2,20 0.546      
Lysis       
    Initial lysis + 3.42 1,20 0.079      
    Brood  size + 1.94 1,20 0.179      
    Treatment 0.27 1,20 0.612      
    Age 0.12 2,20 0.885      
    Treatment x Age 1.18 2,20 0.327      
PHA response       
    Treatment 0.42 1,19 0.524      
    Age 1.24 2,19 0.313      





Figure 1. Comparison of age-related variation in PHA skin swelling response of female tree 
swallows between study years. The immunosenescence pattern is only present in 2007. Data 
are least square means ± 1 SE from general linear model. Sample sizes are depicted at the tip 
of the error bars.  
 
Figure 2. Comparison of sickness behavior parameters of female tree swallows 24h after the 
experimental injections. Left panels show 2007 data while right panels show 2008 data. A,D: 
female body mass; B,E: female nest visitation rate, and C,F: total nest visitation rate. Data 
are least square means ± 1 SE from the statistical models in Table 1. Asterisks show 
statistically significant (P < 0.05) differences between control and LPS treatments within 
each age group. 
 
Figure 3. Comparison of physiological parameters of female tree swallows 24h after the 
experimental injections. A,F: corticosterone levels; B,G: natural antibody levels; C,H: 
complement-mediated lysis levels; D,I: bacterial killing capacity of plasma; and E: lysozyme 
levels. Lysozyme was not measured in 2008. Data are least square means ± 1 SE from the 
statistical models in Table 1. Graph description as for figure 2. 
 
Figure 4. Comparison of nestling parameters after their mothers received the experimental 
injections. A,D: early growth (days 3 to 6 of the nestling period); B,E: total growth (days 3 to 
12); C,F: bacterial killing capacity on day 12, and G: corticosterone levels on day 12. 
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Nestling corticosterone levels were not measured in 2007. Data are least square means ± 1 
SE from the statistical models in Table 2. Graph description as for figure 2. 
 
Figure 5. Comparison of measurements of female tree swallows before the onset of the 
experiment between study years. A: initial (pre-treatment) body mass, B: initial (pre-
treatment) corticosterone levels. Data are least square means ± 1 SE from general linear 
models (not shown). Sample sizes are depicted at the tip of the error bars. Asterisks show 
statistically significant (P < 0.05) and chevrons marginally significant (0.1 < P < 0.05) 
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 Understanding the relationships among immune defense components commonly 
measured in free-living animals is a current challenge in ecoimmunology. In the present 
study, we explored the relationships among six measures of immune defense corresponding 
to major components of the immune system measured simultaneously in individual free-
living tree swallows. Three main axes of variation in immune function were identified, which 
represented variation in T-cell function, B-cell function, and innate immune function. 
Measures within each axis tended to be positively correlated with each other among 
individuals, while measures in different axes were uncorrelated. When variation among 
individuals in body condition, age, and general quality were taken into account, a trade-off 
between T-cell function and B-cell function became apparent, with individuals showing 
either high B-cell or T-cell function, but not both. In addition, the level of natural antibodies, 
usually interpreted as a measure of innate immunity, showed a stronger correlation with 
components of acquired B-cell function than with complement activity, a component of 
innate immunity. This highlights that classification of some immune components as innate or 
acquired is ambiguous and as such can lead to ambiguous interpretation of results, if this is 
not acknowledged. Despite the immense complexity of the immune system, our study 
suggests that importantd insights into the interrelation among immune defense components 
can be gained by using a somewhat more comprehensive approach than that generally used in 
ecoimmunology studies. Knowledge about the interrelations among immune components is 
not only important for selecting the number and type of immune assays to be used in a given 




 Ecological immunology, or ecoimmunology, focuses on understanding 
immunological variation in the context of the ecology and life-history of organisms (Sheldon 
and Verhulst 1996; Norris and Evans 2000; Schmid-Hempel 2003). One of the major 
challenges of this relatively new field of biology has been to work with non model 
organisms, often in their natural environments, and to simultaneously assess immune 
function without oversimplifying the inherent complexity of the immune system. Much 
progress has been made in the field since its inception in the early 1990s (Martin et al. 2006c; 
Lee 2006), and ecoimmunology studies using a single measure of immune function as an 
index of general “immunocompetence” are increasingly rare. This has come as a result of 
both the repeated emphasis on the shortcomings associated with such approach (Norris and 
Evans 2000; Zuk and Stoehr 2002; Adamo 2004), as well as the development of new assays 
that are amenable for use in wild animals in the field (e.g., Matson et al. 2005; Millet et al. 
2007). Despite this clear advancement in ecoimmunology, a major remaining challenge is to 
understand whether and how different aspects of immune defense relate to each other in wild 
animals (Blount et al. 2003; Matson et al. 2006a) and to incorporate this understanding into 
the interpretation of ecological variation in immune defense. 
 The vertebrate immune system is classically divided into two main arms: innate (or 
non-specific) immunity and acquired (or adaptive) immunity, with each of these arms 
comprised of both humoral (i.e., soluble) and cellular components (Roitt et al. 1998). Earlier 
ecoimmunology studies focused on variation in acquired immunity, particularly measuring 
the T-cell-mediated skin swelling response to phytohemagglutinin (PHA) and the B-cell-
mediated humoral response to foreign antigens (e.g., sheep red blood cells – SRBC). As 
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pointed out by Forsman et al. (2008), the full range of relationships (positive, negative, or 
non-existent) has been documented between these two immune defense components in 
studies of free-living birds (the most widely studied group among vertebrates). More 
recently, other aspects of immune defense (e.g., levels of natural antibodies and complement-
mediated lysis) have been integrated into ecoimmunology studies. As was the case for 
acquired immunity, positive (e.g., Moller and Haussy 2007; Sparkman and Palacios 2009, the 
latter study in snakes), negative (e.g., Parejo et al. 2007), and non-existent (e.g., Mauck et al. 
2005; Mendes et al. 2006; Palacios et al. 2009) patterns have been described between these 
two components in free-living animals. These diverse results highlight the intricacy and 
importance of understanding the relationships among immune defense components in 
animals in their natural environments and suggest that a more comprehensive approach is 
needed to interpret this variation. We propose that such an approach might be to measure 
components of both the traditionally-classified innate and acquired arms of the immune 
system simultaneously in the same individuals, and also to incorporate more than one 
measure of a given arm/component.  
 In the present study, we explore the relationships among six measures of immune 
defense representing three major components of the immune system (i.e., T-cell function 
(acquired), B-cell function (acquired), and innate humoral function) measured 
simultaneously in individual free-living tree swallows Tachycineta bicolor using three 
immunological assays (i.e., techniques) (Table 1). This array of immune variables allows us 
to address the following questions: (1) Does each of these measures of immune function 
actually reflect the arm/component of the immune system it is intended to assess? If so, we 
expect measures within an arm/component to be more closely related to each other than to 
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measures of another arm/component. For example, in vitro B-cell proliferation and in vivo 
antibody production by B-cells should be more strongly correlated with each other than with 
other immune variables, given that they both assess B-cell function. (2) Is there evidence of 
trade-offs within and/or between different arms of the immune system? In the former case we 
would expect negative associations between different immune measures within a given arm 
(e.g., T-cell proliferation versus B-cell proliferation), while in the latter case we would 
expect negative association between components of different arms (e.g., B-cell proliferation 
versus complement activity). Because individual differences in body condition (e.g., Saino et 
al. 1997; Navarro et al. 2003), age (e.g., Haussmann et al. 2005; Palacios et al. 2007; 
Sparkman and Palacios 2009), or other aspects of quality (e.g., clutch initiation date in tree 
swallows, Hasselquist et al. 2001; Ardia 2005) can affect immune variables and potentially 
obscure trade-offs, we included these variables in our analyses.  
 
Materials and Methods  
Field sampling 
 Tree swallows are small (~20g) aerial insectivores widely distributed throughout 
North America and members of the family Hirundinidae  (Robertson et al. 1992). We 
collected the data used in the present study as part of a study on immunosenescence in tree 
swallows conducted in 2005 (Palacios et al. 2007) in a tree swallow nest-box population in 
Tompkins County, NY (42°29’ N, 76°27’ W). During the breeding season (May-June), we 
monitored nests daily to determine clutch initiation date. On June 3rd , between 05:00 and 
13:00 h, we captured 45 females that at this time were in late incubation (last 4 days) or early 
nestling period (first 4 days). Females ranged from 1 to 10 years of age, as determined by 
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their banding history. We knew exact ages for 26 females, and for the remaining, age was a 
minimum estimate based on each female’s plumage in the year she was first banded. We 
collected blood (~200 µl) by jugular venipuncture for the three immunological assays (see 
Palacios et al. 2007 for details). Females were then weighed to the nearest 0.1 g and head-bill 
length (a measure of structural body size) was measured to the nearest 0.1 mm to estimate 
size-corrected body mass, an index of body condition (Schulte-Hostedde et al. 2005). Prior to 
their release, we injected females intraperitoneally with 100 µl of a 2% suspension of sheep 
red blood cells (SRBC, HemoStat Laboratories, Dixon, CA) in phosphate buffered saline. 
Females were recaptured 8 days later and a second blood sample (~60 µl) was obtained to 
determine anti-SRBC antibody production. 
 
Immunological assays and variables measured 
 In vitro lymphocyte proliferation - We used a whole-blood mitogenic stimulation 
assay (Cunnick et al. 1994) that we optimized for use in tree swallows (see Palacios et al. 
2007 for details on this and remaining immune assays). We tested for proliferation of 
lymphocytes by exposing blood samples to two standard T-cell mitogens, 
phytohaemagglutinin (PHA) and concanavalin A (ConA), and the B-cell mitogen, 
lipopolysaccharide (LPS from Escherichia coli), which stimulate mitosis in lymphocytes. 
Proliferation was quantified by the amount of [3H]-thymidine incorporated by the dividing 
cells during an incubation step. We expressed the proliferative responses of lymphocytes as a 
stimulation index (SI) calculated as the ratio between the counts per minute (cpm) of 
mitogen-stimulated samples and the cpm for non-stimulated samples for each individual.  
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With this assay we measured 3 of the immune variables: PHA SI, ConA SI, and LPS SI 
(Table 1). 
 In vivo challenge with sheep red blood cells (SRBC) - We quantified specific 
antibody production by B-lymphocytes in response to immunization with SRBC using a 
hemagglutination assay (e.g., Ardia et al. 2003; Palacios et al. 2007). Individual plasma 
samples were serially two-fold diluted, exposed to SRBCs, and agglutination of erythrocytes 
by antibodies was visually determined. As expected, none of the pre-immunization plasma 
samples (collected on June 3rd) showed hemagglutination. For plasma samples collected 8 
days post-immunization, titers of specific antibodies against SRBC (anti-SRBC Abs) are 
expressed as the log2 of the highest dilution factor of plasma that showed hemagglutination. 
We recorded half scores between two titers when the termination of hemagglutination was 
intermediate.  
 Natural antibodies and complement activity – We assessed the levels of natural 
antibodies in plasma and the ability of complement to cause lysis of rabbit red blood cells 
(RRBC) using a hemagglutination-hemolysis assay (Matson et al. 2005). This assay was 
performed on plasma samples collected on June 3rd (i.e., pre-immunization with SRBC), 
given that it is meant to measure constitutive levels of the innate components in circulation. 
As with the hemagglutination assay described above, individual plasma samples were serially 
two-fold diluted, exposed to RRBCs, and agglutination of erythrocytes was determined. 
Samples were next allowed to stand at room temperature and occurrence of lysis was 
determined. Hemagglutination of RRBC is caused by natural antibodies (NAbs) while lysis 
(Lysis) is caused by the interaction of natural antibodies and complement proteins (i.e., 
natural antibodies activate the complement cascade that results in formation of pores on cells 
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leading to their lysis). Titers are expressed as the log2 of the highest dilution factor of plasma 
that showed each type of response. When the termination of hemagglutination or lysis was 
intermediate, we recorded half scores between the two highest titers. 
 
Statistical analyses 
 Immune function variables were not normally distributed and were therefore log10 
transformed before statistical analysis. We used multiple regressions to obtain residuals of 
each immune function variable after correction for individual variation in age, body 
condition, and clutch initiation date. We performed further statistical analyses on both the 
uncorrected data and on the residuals of immune function. Three statistical approaches were 
used to explore the relationships among immune function variables: 1) simple correlations, 2) 
principal component analysis, and 3) network analysis.  
 Simple Pearson correlations were used to determine pairwise correlations among 
immune function variables. Principal components analysis, followed by factor rotation, was 
used to further explore the relationships among the different aspects of immune function. 
Principal components (PCs) are linear combinations of the variables included in the analysis 
that determine axes of variation in the data. The first PC (PC1) explains the greatest 
proportion of total variance in the data. The second PC (PC2) is orthogonal to the first and 
explains the greatest proportion of the remaining variance, and so on until the last principal 
component. There are as many principal components as original variables in the analysis, 
however, generally the first few explain a disproportionally large amount of the total variance 
and are therefore used for interpretation of the data. A common criterion for deciding how 
many PCs to interpret, and the one used in our study, is the Kaiser criterion, which retains 
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only PCs with eigenvalues > 1. Rotation of the PCs can facilitate the interpretation of the 
resulting linear combination of variables. After rotation, the axes of variation are no longer 
PCs, and are therefore called factors. We tested the performance of both an orthogonal 
rotation (varimax) as well as an oblique rotation (oblimin) in explaining the structure of our 
data. Varimax rotation facilitates the interpretation of factors by maximizing the contrast 
between variable loadings within each factor (i.e., high loadings become higher while small 
loadings become smaller), but constrains the factors to remain orthogonal (i.e., uncorrelated) 
to each other. Oblique rotation does not have the latter constraint, therefore allowing the 
assessment of correlation among factors.  
 Finally, we used a network analysis based on first-order conditional independence 
(Magwene and Kim 2004) as an additional approach for understanding the relationships 
among immune variables in tree swallows. This approach is based on the calculation of a 
partial correlation matrix and subsequent calculation of a test statistic (Tstat = (-N × ln (1- 
ρ
2)), where N is the sample size) for each element of the matrix (ρ). Each test statistic was 
then compared to X2 critical value of 3.84 and 1 degree of freedom. Partial correlations with 
a test value below 3.84 were considered non-significant (α > 0.05) and the edge connecting 
those two variables is removed from the network. 
 Sample sizes differ among statistical tests because not all variables could be measured 
in all individuals. All statistical analyses were performed using JMP software (SAS institute). 
 
Results  
 Age explained significant variation only in the two T-cell proliferation variables, with 
older individuals showing lower stimulation indices than younger ones (PHA SI: r = -0.50, p 
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= 0.0006, n = 43; ConA SI: r = -0.42, p = 0.0047, n = 43). Body condition explained 
significant variation only in B-lymphocyte proliferation (LPS SI), with individuals in better 
body condition showing lower stimulation indices than those in poorer condition (r = -0.39, p 
= 0.009, n = 43). Finally, clutch initiation date, an indicator of quality in tree swallows, 
explained significant variation only in the levels of natural antibodies (NAbs), with 
individuals that started breeding later showing lower levels of circulating natural antibodies 
than earlier starters (r = -0.45, p = 0.0074, n = 34). 
 Pairwise correlations between immune function variables using the uncorrected data 
showed three significantly positive correlations (Table 2): (1) between T-lymphocyte 
proliferation in response to PHA (PHA SI) and in response to ConA (ConA SI) (Fig. 1a), (2) 
between B-lymphocyte proliferation in response to LPS (LPS SI) and the titer of natural 
antibodies (NAbs) (Fig. 1b), and (3) between the titers of natural antibodies and anti-SRBC 
antibodies (Fig. 1c). Results were somewhat different when pairwise comparisons were 
performed using the residuals of immune function (i.e., after correction for age, body 
condition, and clutch initiation date). Although the positive correlation between PHA SI and 
ConA SI remained significant (Table 2, Fig. 2a), the positive correlations between LPS SI 
and NAbs, and between NAbs and anti-SRBC antibodies were only marginally significant 
(0.1 < p < 0.05) when using the residuals of immune function (Table 2). Interestingly, 
analysis of the residuals also showed a significantly negative correlation between ConA SI 
and anti-SRBC antibodies, supporting a trade-off between those variables (Table 2, Fig. 2b). 
 Principal component analysis followed by varimax rotation conducted on the 
uncorrected data yielded 3 factors that cumulatively accounted for ~74% of the total variance 
in immune variables (Table 3). Factor 1 showed high positive loadings for PHA SI and ConA 
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SI, factor 2 showed high positive loadings for LPS SI and NAbs and intermediate positive 
loadings for anti-SRBC-Abs, while factor 3 showed high positive loading for Lysis and 
intermediate negative loading for anti-SRBC antibodies. Oblique rotation resulted in factors 
nearly indistinguishable from those obtained after orthogonal rotation (data not shown), 
indicating that the factors of immune function described above are indeed uncorrelated with 
each other. When principal components analysis was conducted on the residuals of immune 
function variables, again 3 factors were identified that cumulatively explained ca. 74% of the 
total variance in the data. One main difference, however, emerged in comparison to the 
analysis on uncorrected data. While in the uncorrected data analysis anti-SRBC Abs had 
intermediate loadings in factors 2 and 3, in the residual analysis this variable showed high 
negative loading in factor 1, which opposed the high positive loadings for PHA SI and ConA 
SI on this factor (Table 3), again supporting a trade-off between the measures of T-
lymphocyte proliferation and production of specific antibodies by B-cells. Other loadings on 
factors 2 and 3 were similar between analyses (Table 3).  
 Network analysis of both uncorrected data and residuals of immune function yielded 
a network linking PHA SI to ConA SI on the one hand, and NAbs to anti-SRBC Abs and to 
LPS SI on the other (Fig. 3a,b). The analysis of residuals suggested a negative partial 
correlation between ConA SI and anti-SRBC Abs, as seen in the simple correlation and PCA 
analysis, but did not reach statistical significance in this analysis (see figure for statistics). 
 
Discussion  
 Our study of the relationships among immune variables measured simultaneously in 
free-living tree swallows yields important insights into the nature of these relationships. 
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Three main axes of variation in immune function were identified when analyzing the 
uncorrected data, the first one representing variation in T-cell function, the second variation 
in B-cell function, and the third one representing mainly variation in innate immunity as 
indicated by complement activity. The analysis using the residuals of immune function after 
correction for individual differences in age, body condition, and clutch initiation date 
suggested the existence of a trade-off within the acquired arm of the immune system. Below 
we discuss our major findings and their implications in the context of our original questions 
and relate them to knowledge from other work (mainly in poultry) of the relationships among 
these indices of immune function.  
 
Do measures of immune function used by ecoimmunologists actually reflect the different 
arms/components of the immune system they intend to describe? 
 Our finding of three main axes separating the measured immune variables into those 
related to T-cell function, B-cell function, and innate function, suggests that these variables 
generally reflect the aspect of immune function they intend to describe. One exception, 
however, is the level of natural antibodies, which was more related to other components on 
the axis of B-cell function than the axis of innate immunity, where it is generally classified. 
Natural antibodies are generally considered components of innate immunity because their 
occurrence in plasma does not require previous antigen stimulation and they can be found 
even in animals raised in germ free-environments (Baumgarth et al. 1999; Matson et al. 
2005; Zhou et al. 2007). They are, however, produced by B-cells. Most natural antibodies are 
produced constitutively by peritoneal B1 lymphocytes, while specific antibodies are 
produced by B2 lymphocytes only upon activation by antigen (Ochsenbein and Zinkernagel 
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2000). Studies in poultry indicate the existence of a  positive genetic correlation between the 
levels of natural antibodies in plasma and antibody responses to specific antigens (Parmentier 
et al. 2004; Cotter et al. 2005). For example, selection of chickens for high antibody 
responses to SRBC leads to parallel changes in the levels of natural antibodies against RRBC 
(Cotter et al. 2005), the same two measures we used in tree swallows in the present study. 
Therefore, the association of natural antibodies with the axis of B-cell function rather than 
with the axis of innate humoral function in tree swallows is reconciled by consideration of 
their origin and possible genetic link with specific antibody responses.  
 This finding raises the question of whether the levels of natural antibodies should be 
interpreted by ecoimmunologists as indices of innate immunity (e.g., Matson et al. 2005; 
Mauck et al. 2005; Mendes et al. 2006; Palacios et al. 2007; Palacios et al. 2009), acquired 
immunity (e.g., Lee 2006), or if their interpretation cannot be categorized so strictly given 
that many of the functions of natural antibodies actually serve to link the innate and acquired 
arms of the immune system (Ochsenbein and Zinkernagel 2000). Although, this issue might 
not affect interpretation of data in many ecoimmunology studies, it is crucial for studies 
testing differential investment in the innate versus acquired arms of the immune system (e.g., 
Lee 2006, Palacios et al. 2007, Sparkman and Palacios 2009). Future studies testing such 
hypotheses would benefit from selecting alternative indices for characterizing the innate and 
acquired arms or should include other indices in addition to the levels of natural antibodies to 
facilitate unambiguous interpretation of the results.  
 Regarding the axis of T-cell function, lymphocyte proliferation responses to the two 
T-cell mitogens were strongly positively correlated, being the tightest relationship among any 
pair of immune responses measured in this study. This likely results, at least in part, from the 
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fact that both these responses are indices of the ability of T-lymphocytes to proliferate upon 
activation by mitogens, and were measured by the same assay; however, this might not be the 
whole story. Responses to PHA and ConA are not always correlated in chickens (e.g., 
Morrow and Abplanalp 1981), suggesting that these mitogens might activate different 
(independent) subsets of the T-lymphocyte population. Indeed, although our data shows that 
these responses are positively correlated among adult female tree swallows, the ontogeny of 
these responses in tree swallow nestlings appears to be uncoupled, with development of the 
PHA response lagging behind that of the ConA response (Palacios et al. 2009), a 
phenomenon that has also been documented in  poultry (Suresh et al. 1993).  
 An interesting venue for future research is the relationship between in vitro and in 
vivo measures of T-cell function. The in vivo skin swelling response to PHA has been the 
most widely used assay in ecoimmunology since the inception of the field. Early 
ecoimmunology studies interpreted this response as an index to T-cell function, however it 
was later emphasized that although T-cells mediate this inflammatory response (Goto et al. 
1978), much of the swelling observed at the site of injection is due to infiltration by innate 
immune cells like heterophils and basophils (Martin et al. 2006a), as had originally been 
observed in poultry studies (Stadecker et al. 1977; McCorkle et al. 1980). Given the 
complexity of the PHA-skin swelling response and the widespread use of this technique to 
assess immune function in wild animals, it is important to determine whether variation in this 
response among individuals is generally related to the axis of T-cell function, the axis of 
innate immune function, or if it constitutes a separate axis of integrated cutaneous immune 
function. We have shown that tree swallows in our study population show 
immunosenescence in both the in vivo (skin swelling, Haussmann et al. 2005) and in vitro (T-
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cell proliferation, Palacios et al. 2007) responses to PHA, suggesting that smaller swellings 
observed in older individuals might indeed be caused by the lower ability of their T-
lymphocytes to proliferate upon stimulation (Palacios et al. 2007). These responses, however, 
were not measured simultaneously in the same individuals, and further research in this area is 
therefore warranted. 
 A third axis of immune variation identified in tree swallows, interpreted as an axis of 
innate immune function, reflected individual variation in complement-mediated lysis. As 
determined by the hemagglutination-hemolysis assay, lysis of red blood cells is the result of 
the interaction of natural antibodies and complement proteins (Matson et al. 2005). As such, 
one would expect that the levels of lysis would depend on the levels of natural antibodies 
present. However, this does not need to be the case, because a few natural antibody 
molecules might be sufficient to activate the complement cascade resulting in cell lysis. 
Indeed, we found that NAbs and lysis were not correlated with each other in tree swallows, 
and they appeared as constituting independent axes of variation in immune function among 
individuals. Nevertheless, other studies have reported positive (e.g., Matson et al. 2006a; 
Moller and Haussy 2007; Sparkman and Palacios 2009), negative (e.g. Parejo et al. 2007), 
and no significant correlations (e.g., Mauck et al. 2005, Mendes et al. 2006) between these 
two immune defense measures. Further study is necessary, therefore, to elucidate why the 
relationship between natural antibodies and complement-mediated lysis, both measured by 
the same assay and widely used by ecoimmunologists, is so variable. One approach would be 
to assess levels of complement (or complement activity) using an independent assay that 
does not include the confounding of natural antibody levels and compare this to levels 
obtained through the hemagglutination-hemolysis assay. In addition, future studies would 
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benefit from the incorporation of additional aspects of innate humoral immune function (e.g., 
levels of lysozyme or other antimicrobial proteins, bacterial killing capacity of plasma), as 
well as aspects of innate cellular immune function (e.g., phagocytosis, production of reactive 
oxygen species by heterophils), especially as techniques for assessing these components 
become amenable to use by ecoimmunologists in the field (e.g., Tieleman et al. 2005; Matson 
et al. 2006b; Millet et al. 2007; Papp and Smits 2007).  
 A recent study focusing on understanding the relationships among innate humoral 
immune components in waterfowl found that indices measured by a given assay (e.g., 
hemagglutination-hemolysis) were positively correlated among individuals, while indices 
measured by separate assays (e.g., hemagglutination-hemolysis versus bacterial killing) were 
independent of each other (Matson et al. 2006a). In contrast, we found that in tree swallows 
the association of immune variables was not dependent on the assay type (except perhaps in 
the case of T-cell function), but rather on functional characteristics of the immune aspects 
measured. For instance, the axis of B-cell function was comprised of the in vitro B-
lymphocyte proliferation response to LPS, the in vivo production of antibodies in response to 
SRBC challenge, and the levels of natural antibodies, all measured through independent 
assays. This disparity between studies may be due to differences between taxa in the 
relationships among immune variables, and/or could be related to the fact that we included 
broader aspects of immune function (i.e., from the acquired and innate arms), while the study 
in waterfowl focused only on relationships within the humoral innate arm. In any case, this 
highlights the need for further research in order to understand how and why immune 




Is there evidence of trade-offs within and/or among different arms of the immune system? 
 Ecological immunologists have clearly demonstrated that components of immune 
function are often traded-off against other costly activities such as growth and reproduction 
(reviewed by Sheldon and Verhulst 1996; Norris and Evans 2000; Schmid-Hempel 2003). 
The existence of trade-offs within the immune system of an individual, however, is only 
modestly substantiated (Martin et al. 2006b). We found no evidence that tree swallows show 
a trade-off between components of the innate and acquired arms of the immune system. On 
the other hand, our results provide evidence for a trade-off within the acquired arm of the 
immune system. In particular, we found a negative relationship between the humoral 
response by B-cells to SRBC challenge (B-cell function) and proliferation of T-lymphocytes 
in response to ConA (T-cell function). This trade-off, was only apparent when controlling for 
individual differences in age, body condition, and clutch initiation date. When the 
uncorrected data were analyzed, immune variables were always positively associated within 
each of the three axis of immune function identified, such that individuals showing stronger 
responses for one component also showed stronger responses for the other components in the 
same axis. These results are in accordance with the notion that given the costs of immune 
function (reviewed by Lochmiller and Deerenberg 2000), better quality individuals, or those 
in better body condition, can allocate a larger proportion of their resources to immune 
defense. However, given a limited amount of resources available for immune defense, a 
relatively high allocation to T-cell function can come at the cost of a relatively low allocation 
to B-cell function, and vice-versa. In addition, these two aspects of acquired immune 
function might show a trade-off because of their cross-regulation by different T helper (Th) 
cells (Mosmann and Fowell 2002): antibody-mediated responses by B-lymphocytes are 
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orchestrated by Th2-cells, while cell-mediated responses by T-cells are orchestrated by Th1-
cells, and these two types of Th-cells can downregulate each other (Mosmann and Moore 
1991).  
 Relatively few studies have explored the relationships among immune measures 
commonly assessed by ecoimmunologists, and results from these studies do not generally 
support trade-offs between components measured simultaneously (or in close temporal 
proximity) in the same individuals (e.g., Saks et al. 2003; Lindstrom et al. 2004; Matson et al. 
2006a; Roulin et al. 2007; Forsman et al. 2008, but see Horak et al. 2006; Martin et al. 
2006b). Not all these studies, however, have corrected for differences among individuals that 
might obscure trade-offs. In particular, the age of individuals is rarely known in free-living 
animals. More studies are therefore needed before we can determine how common, and 
under what circumstances, trade-offs within the immune system are apparent, as well as the 
mechanisms mediating these trade-offs. In addition, as suggested by Martin et al. 2006b, 
future studies should also explore the possibility of synergism between immune components, 
in which activation of one component might prime other components for a subsequent, 
temporally close, response to a different challenge. 
 
Conclusion 
 Understanding the relationships among different immune defense components in free-
living animals is a major current challenge in ecoimmunology (Matson et al. 2006a; Forsman 
et al. 2008). Our present work suggests that significant insights can be gained by means of a 
more comprehensive approach than has previously been employed (i.e., incorporating more 
than one component of each arm of the immune system). This approach allowed us to 
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identify three main axes of immune function variation among individuals that reflect major 
components of the immune system: T-cell function, B-cell function, and innate function. We 
also found that a trade-off between T-cell and B-cell function is apparent when controlling 
for confounding variation among individuals, as is expected from the cross-regulation of 
these two types of immune responses and the costs of immune function. In addition, we 
showed that the levels of natural antibodies, usually classified and interpreted as part of the 
innate immune arm, were more closely related to aspects of B-cell function than to aspects of 
innate function. Our results reemphasize the notion that measuring only one component of 
the immune system is unlikely to serve as a general index of an individual’s 
immunocompetence (Norris & Evans 2000; Adamo 2004), but also highlight that using the 
tools currently available to ecoimmunologists, the immune system is comprehensible despite 
its complexity (Martin et al. 2006c). This knowledge is not only important for selecting the 
immune assays to be used in a given study, but also for unambiguous interpretation of 
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Table 1. Immune defense variables measured simultaneously in free-living tree swallows and 
their common classification according to the arm/component of the immune system they are 










     
Acquired T-cell function 
(cellular) 
Proliferation of 
lymphocytes in response 
to the T-cell mitogens 
ConA and PHA 
(1) ConA SI  




     
 B-cell function 
(humoral) 
Proliferation of 
lymphocytes in response 
to the B-cell mitogen 
LPS 
(3) LPS SI  
     
  Antibody production in 
response to SRBC 
challenge 
(4) anti-SRBC Abs In vivo challenge / 
Hemagglutination 
     
Innate Humoral 
 




(5) NAbs Hemaglutination / 
Hemolysis  
     
  Ability of circulating 
complement proteins to 
lyse cells 
(6) Lysis  
     
 
*Natural antibodies have alternatively been classified as acquired or integrative defenses 
rather than innate by some authors (see discussion). 
 
Abbreviations – Abs: antibodies, ConA: concanavalin A, LPS: lipopolysaccharide, SRBC: 




Table 2. Pairwise Pearson correlations between measures of immune function (log10 
transformed) of female tree swallows. Correlations above the diagonal were calculated on 
uncorrected data, while those below the diagonal were obtained using the residuals of 
immune function after correction for age, body condition, and clutch initiation date. 
Significant relationships (p < 0.05) are depicted in bold, while significant correlations after 
Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons are shown in bold and italics. r = Pearson 
rho, p = p-value, n = sample size.  
 







































































































































Table 3. Results of principal components analysis of measures of immune function (log10 
transformed) of female tree swallows. Factors on the left were calculated on uncorrected 
data, while those on the right were obtained using the residuals of immune function after 
correction for age, body condition, and clutch initiation date. Depicted are the factor loadings 
after varimax rotation of the principal components. Values in boldface indicate the highest 
loading for each immune variable across factors. Percentage of variance explained by each 
factor is shown at the bottom of the table. 
 
Uncorrected data  Residuals 
Variable 
Factor 







ConA SI 0.90 -0.09 -0.11  0.86 -0.07 -0.04 
PHA SI 0.87 0.11 0.06  0.75 0.16 0.37 
LPS SI -0.05 0.77 0.14  -0.04 0.79 -0.25 
anti-SRBC Abs -0.26 0.52 -0.49  -0.74 0.28 0.09 
Nabs 0.17 0.85 -0.11  -0.11 0.88 0.12 
Lysis -0.11 0.07 0.90 
 
0.03 -0.10 0.93 
% variance 27.9 27.0 18.3 
 
















Figure 1. Simple pairwise correlations between immune function variables in free-living tree 
swallows (uncorrected immune measures). (a) in-vitro lymphocyte proliferation in response 
to PHA and in response to ConA. (b) anti-SRBC antibody response and natural antibody 
titer. (c) in-vitro lymphocyte proliferation in response to LPS and natural antibody titer. 
Statistics and sample sizes provided in Table 2. 
 
Figure 2. Simple pairwise correlations between immune function variables in free-living tree 
swallows (residuals of immune measures corrected for age, body condition, and clutch 
initiation date). (a) in-vitro lymphocyte proliferation in response to PHA and in response to 
ConA. (b) anti-SRBC antibody response and in-vitro lymphocyte proliferation in response 
ConA. Statistics and sample sizes provided in Table 2. 
 
Figure 3. Networks of immune function variables in free-living tree swallows. (a) Network 
using uncorrected data. (b) Network using the residuals of immune function variables after 
correcting for age, body condition, and clutch initiation date of individuals. Significant 
associations between variables are shown with solid lines. Numbers (in parenthesis) next to 
the lines are the partial correlation coefficients and the test statistics (T stat). The dashed line 
shows the negative correlation between ConA SI and anti-SRBC Abs that was significant in 
the simple correlation analysis and apparent in the principal components analysis, but that did 




























































































CHAPTER 6. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
 
 Age is known to be a main determinant of immune function in humans and laboratory 
animals, influencing the responses to and outcomes of disease. My dissertation provides the 
most thorough description of ontogeny and senescence patterns of immune function in any 
free-living animal to date and shows that age is also an important factor influencing immune 
responses in the wild. Both the youngest and oldest individuals show lower immune function 
than middle-age ones, providing a potential explanation for the higher mortality rates 
observed in those age classes in wild animal populations. In most ecoimmunology studies, 
the age of the individuals is not known, due in large part to the difficulty of determining the 
ages of free-living animals. My research however suggests that ecoimmunology studies 
would greatly benefit from incorporation of this knowledge, as much of the unexplained 
variation in immune function commonly found in ecological conditions could be simply due 
to age differences among individuals. Furthermore, lack of knowledge about age could in 
fact confound the interpretation of some studies, if for instance levels of immune function are 
compared among two populations having different age distributions. Incorporation of age 
into ecoimmunology studies is therefore important not only to understand how this trait 
affects immune defense strategies, but also to shed light onto how changes in immune 
defense strategies affect other aspects of an organism’s biology.  
 My dissertation research also highlights that not all components of immune function 
are equally affected by age. By taking an integrative approach that includes simultaneous 
assessment of various components of the immune system, I have shown that the ontogeny, as 
well as the senescence patterns of immune function, vary considerably depending on the 
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immune component being measured. In fact, opposing conclusions can be reached if one 
considers these patterns in isolation. This emphasizes the importance of avoiding the over-
simplistic approach of using a single measurement of immune function to answer questions 
regarding the ecology or evolution of immune defense strategies. In this respect, my research 
on the relationships among immune defense components commonly measured by 
ecoimmunologists suggests that the suite of techniques currently available for use in the field 
are adequate for meaningful interpretation of ecological and evolutionary variation, although 
further development, especially of assays for innate cellular immunity, will be beneficial.   
 A recent review on ecoimmunology by Martin and collaborators highlighted the 
development and senescence of immune function as promising areas of future research likely 
to provide important insights into the ecology and evolution of variation in immune defense 
strategies. My dissertation research provides the first thorough examination of these 
phenomena in free-living animals. Particularly valuable would be to expand my findings into 
a comparative framework. Then we could ask questions such as: How much do 
developmental and senescence patterns vary with the life histories of organisms? Are these 
patterns consistent with predictions from current life-history theories? How much do patterns 
depend on the specific parasite environments organisms face? In addition, it would be 
valuable to further integrate our knowledge of ecoimmunology and the effects of age on 
immune function to the study of disease ecology, especially in the face of increasing threat 
from emerging wildlife diseases. Important questions would be: Are young and old 
individuals generally the most susceptible to disease as predicted from their weaker immune 
systems? If so, what are the potential implications for disease transmission and control and 
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the implications for population dynamics? My dissertation research in tree swallows 
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